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III. STJIMARI OF ACTIVITIES AND ACCOMPLISBlEHTS
SOme Demonstration work in Maricopa County, Arizona, for 1939-40
served 22 localities through 29 organized groups. Of these un!ts, 12 were
classified as Rural Homemakers' Clubs, one as a Parent-Teacher study group,
2 were affiliated with the Farm Bureau, and 14 with the Church of Latter­
na1 Saints. They ra,nged in type from a group of homesteaders, through
l'a1'1ing intermediate social and economic levels to suburban women. The
total enrollment was 1020.
These units were aided b.r a group designated as the Rural Home­
makers' Coordinating Committee, composed of 58 members. Two officers from
each group comprise the membership. The Committee met three times during
the year, its main objective being the determination and correlation of
program requests for the County.
Leader-Training classes were the media through which subject matter
was disseminated. The instructors were Specialists from the University of
Arizona, who chose the demonstration and discussion as methods of teaching.
The program was confined to two major phases in Home Economics--Clothing
and Nutrition. The Agent or Assistant Agent was present at all training meet­
ings, and at two-thirds of the subsequent meetings at which information was
relayed b,y leaders, or Agents, or b.1 both, to their respective groups.
The Clothing and Nutrition programs were offered on a count,y-wide
basis. Such additional work as was given in other fields b.r the Agents was
Dot of project nature, and was necessarily dove-tailed with ma.jor activities.
Concrete results of all major phases follow:
Organiz�tion
This activity was confined to work with the Coordinating Committee
previousl,. mentioned, with program conferences, program correlation vd.th
relE.ted agencies and to attendance at two State Extension conferences. The
Agent and Assistant Agent were present at 71 meetings of the types indicated.
The attendance was 707 persons.
Organization work with 4-H groups of which there are 6s clubs in
26 localities, is confined to direct contact with Principals and leaders,
in the absence of a count,y program committee. The Assistant Agent attended
29 such meetings in Maricopa County during the course of the year.
Nutrition
Two phases of Nutrition received major emphases--Good Growth and
Development, and Food Preparation. Specific topics within these divisions
were: (1) How We Grow, (2) How Foods Effect Our Teeth, a.nd (3) Poultry
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Selection, Dressing and Cookery. Homemakers "Ire served on a county-widebasls, through the activity of the Specialist � } in her work with 54 leaders
through the work of the Agent and Assistant Agent and through the demon­
strations of the leaders. A total-of 49 featured the first two phases ot
the work, while g demonstrations given to 125 women presented the facts and
methods applying to the work wi th Poultry.
Two hundred-one per-sons reported acceptance of practices for the
series of meetings.
A new series of work to stress Meal Planning Made Easier bas begun.
To date the Specialist has given one leader-training meeting, from which activity
have resulted 7 meetings attended by 135 persons. While the series is not
CODlp1ete, these figures occur in the yearly totals.
The 4-H members enrolled in this field devoted time to two pbases-­
Baking and Meal Planning. The Assistant Agent presented 9 demonstrations
in �s field; the leaders 63. There were 195 members enrolled in the
joint activities in Nutrition, eight of whom were boys. One-hundred thirty­
six completed their work.
Miscellaneous Work in Nutrition and Food Preparation
The Agent and Assistant Agent gave 4 demonstrations to 55 women
working \Vith cakes and candy making at the request of interested groups.
lOO'k .as also done at the Migratory- Camp, but will be reported in connection
with data for Farm Security cooperation.
Food Conservation
This work was handled in the County by" the Agent and Assist�..nt Agent
through 13 demonstrations given to 6S persons, in 15 loc.lities; plus aid
through loan ot equipment to 11 others, in 8 of the 15 communities. Reports
indicate conservation ot 4,268 quarts ot food at an estimated com�ercia1 value
of $662.60.
The Home Demonstration Office rendered service to related agencies,
by' teaching methods of canning and use of equipment, and sent pressure gauges
to the State office for accuraa.y tests.
Clothing
Through a series of 3 demonstrations to leaders, in each of 5 centers,
the Clothing Specialist la.id g round work in the field of Clothing Selection.
A total of 21 demonstrations reached 217 women. Subsequently the Agent,
Assistant Agent and leaders extended this work through 97 meetings to 2923
individuals.
(1) Given by the Specialist from September 1939 to November 1939, Inclusive.
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A feature of the work were 2 dress revues given b.1 Wards of the
Cburch ot Latter-D� Saints where 88 women modelled dresses made or selected
as a result of lessons given by the Specialist, Agent and leaders. A total of
649 women reported acceptance of methods and principles taught in the Clothing
tj,eld.
Clothing Clubs had a membership of 507 girls, of which 374 completed
their work. In this phase of 4-H Club work, the Assistant Agent 'gave 29
demonstrations while the leaders gave 87.
BoB hQagement and House Furnishing
A minor project in this field was carried by the two Agents for 15
negro women. Due to the economic status of the group, class material was
confined to home sanitation, housekeeping methods and rug making. Through
8 demonstrations q, the Agents, and 4 by the women, assistance was given the
group. Exceptional work in dyeing of rug fiber was done by the women, under
the' guidance of the leader.
be Health
Health Club members numbered 108 enrolled, with 100 completing.
The Assistant Agent reports having given 1 demonstration to the groups.
The leaders served their groups through ,30 demonstrations.
Commygitv Activities.
Through 31 meetings, the Agent and Assistant Agent contacted 20g8
persons in various phases of community work, which include services which
the Home Demonstration Agent renders in subject matter fields, asw;ll as
in general social. contacts, such as communitY picnics, dinners and field
meets.
In the 4-H field these activities are usually confined to attendance
at Fairs and Achievement Days. The major Fair is the annual 4-H conclave
held at Tempe. Achievement days are local events. The Assistant Agent reports
attendance at 22 such meetings.
Related Agencies
Farm Security homemakers rece!ved service identical with that of
all other groups. Homemakers in the Migratory Camp met with the Specialists
and Agent, but no statistics for that group are available for any but the
meetings conducted by the Agent. A total of 3 food meetings, and one in
Clothing methods, with p� attendance of 40 women indicate this cooperation.
Contacts were maintained with Work Projects Administrators, those
of National Youth Administration, Farm Bureau and the Arizona Citrus Show.
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Sernee Through Other Avenues
The two Agents served cooperators through the distribution of
9,000 bulletins, by 104 home visits, 3.39 office calls, a total of
724 telephone calls and through 508 individual letters and 34 circular
letters.
General SummaU of Meetings and Days Devoted by Agents
The Agent and Assistant Agent were present at 337 meetings in the
adult field of Home Demonstration work, wherein 8,247 persons were in attend­
anee. or the total, the Assistant Agent covered 21 adult meetings, attended
by 449 persons.
In the Junior field, both Agents covered a total of 213 meetings, the
attendance of which was 6,062 individuals. Of these the Agent 'met 331 persons
in 56 contacts. The Assistant Agent reported the remaining 157 meetings
to serve 5,731 persons.
Thus, in Maricopa Count,r during the past year, the combined total of
au the Home Demonstration Agents' meetings was 550, reaching 14,309 persons.
Days allocated by the Agent to all activities are as follows:
Nutrition•••••••••••
Food Preservation•••
Clothing••••••••••••
Home Management•••••
Home Furnishing•••••
Health••••••••••••••
39 days
12 "
50 R
2 R
2 3/4
1
Extension Organization ••• 105 days *
Communi41 Li£e ••••••••••• 59i n
All other work........... 2 n
Federal Relief Agencies.. 3 n
ot these, 26 7/8 were devoted to 4-H work.
The Assistant Agent records time as follows:
Nutrition••••••••••• 25 days
Clothing•••••••••••• � •Health.............. 82 n
Organization•••••••••••••
Communit.1 Activities •••••
67i days
37 "
To adult activit,y, she devoted a total of 63� days.
Included in this time record were 18 night meetings, consuming a
total of 67 hours in the tield.-
* ... Includes 23 days devoted to all reports.
Annual Narrative Report
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Miss Grace �an, Home Demonstration Agent
and
Mrs. Lora E. Oakley
Assistant Home Demonstration Agent
and
Mrs. Isabell Pace
Assistant Home Demonstration Agent
Maricopa County
IV. CHANGES IN COUNTY EXTENSION ORGANIZATION
Three influences in the field of county extension organization
altered the trend of work in Maricopa County in 1939-40, namely, the Rural
Homemakers' County Coordinating Committee, the county-wide use of Leader­
Training Schools, and the more intensive cooperation of the County Farm Bureau
in the matter of organization of groups of farm women, These influences were
lot new, but when operating together, created a different method of procedure
in Home Demonstration work and effected the scope and type of work in the county;
Subject matter was limited to two major phases of Home Economics.
The county-wide program makes it somewhat impossible to cooperate
as completely with related agencies as has been a feature of earlier years.
However, the Home Demonstration office and the 4-H Club office a.cknow1edges
a �operative contact with Federal agencies, as well as with county and civic
agencies wherever the programs can be mutually beneficial. AgenCies with whom
these contacts have been made are the Farm Security Administration, National
touth Administration, Work: Projects Administration, Parent-Teacher groups,
the Wards of the Church of Latter Day Saints, occasional commodity groups where
the contact is of educational nature, and the office of the Superintendent of
County Schools.
The' influences previously mentioned gained strength in shaping the
county organization because of the increased demand on the Agents' time, with
no increase in personnel. In order to serve a greater number of groups, it
has been necessary to turn certain types of activity over to leaders, committees
and the Home and Community Department of the Farm Bureau.
Goals incidental to these changes in organization are: (1) to simplify
the number and kind of subject-matter demonstrations, (2) to extend the use of
the Agent's time, (3) to develop lay leadership, and, (4) to expand the program
beyond techniques. It has been the desire of the Farm Bureau Organization to
aid in this last goal through providing a program service when the Agents could
not be present at community meetings.
v. COUNTY EXTENSION PROGRAM
Adult Program
The problems determining the Extension program should be viewed
trom two anglea--the Extension angle, and that of the cooperator with whom we work.
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From the Extension angle, it is probably an accepted polic.y on the part
or workers that the program should be based upon the needs of homemakers who are
to be served. However, there are other factors to· be kept in mind. One would
be the matter of the conservation of time and travel cost for the Agent. In
addition there is the desire to apply the principle of simplification to programs.
By confining the program to two basic phases, for instance, that very simpli­
tication is brought into play. Again, there is the desire to develop local leader­
ship, a principle which effects the amount, type and quality of the subj ect matter
which is given to the community group. Not a small factor in determining the
county program is the policy of meeting our cllentele mainly in groups. An in­
crease in the number ot groups means the need of a change in the method of service
to all. The Agent reaches each group fewer times during the year, as the program
expands.
All of these conditions are program problems, as viewed from the Extension
angle.
The cooperator's viewpoint in appraising program possibilities differs
w1deq fro. ours. When they evaluate needs, they emphasize the money stress as a
factor ill the need ot broadening their own information. Too, they mention and
teel the need ot centralizing community interest in other social groups. They
list, as a problem in program presentation, their limited experience and specialized
education in serving their communities as local leaders.
Federal and state Agencies have influenced the adult portion of the
Extension program. The amount of time which can be devoted to Homemakers' groups
1s otten lessened. Additional demands bave come, in the matter of time allowance
tor planning meetings and conferences. However, it is notable that our work
with these agencies bas not affected our subject-matter programs. Rather, the
groups have not on:q fitted into our programs, but in two cases have merged with
other community groups to conserve both time and expense for the Agent. In
addition, the work with agencies has tended to break down some rural social barriers
which existed in certain conservative farm areas.
Jppior PrQgrapa
The program problems for Junior activit.y have been less effected b.1 the
changing times. The policy continues of using the public schools in rural areas
as the medium through which the greater part of club work is done. Lay leadership
occurs in 3 communities, but is usually confined to such clubs as function during
vacation months.
Problems encountered might be listed as follows: (1) the handicap of
adJusting to the average school curriculum, (2) the matter of. children being
obliged.to meet bus sbhedules.,.�(3) the policy of adding 4-H Club work to the over­
full schedule ot a class-room teacher, (4) the economic status of the families
tro. which our 4-H Clubs are recruited, and, (5) the increase of groups in pro­
portion to the time which the Assistant Agent has to devote to field work.
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I. Organization
Sub-Proj ec-y A. Farm Organization
Phase 1. Program Service
Following the annual meeting of the State Farm Bureau Federation
held in Phoenix in November 1939, the Home Demonstration Agent was asked to
extend her program as much as possible to include service to such proj ect
groups ot farm homemakers as might arise from the organization. Rural
Homemakers Clubs and. Farm Bureau leaders took under advisement an arrange­
ment whereby' the clubs might cooperate with the ComrbJ Farm Bureau with
mutual benefit on a balanced program. The work of the Agents was not of an
active or promotional nature, since it was conceded that the leaders from
both organizations were capable bE evaluating the situation. Any constructive
program would have benefitted all farm women in add!tion to those enrolled
in either of the more formal groups.
However, the attitude of the State Chairman of the Home and
Communi� Department of the Farm Bureau ultimately proved unreceptive, which
precluded any additional plans on the part of the rural women. However,
such plans as have been made for correlation of the county programs can be
continued. Plans, to date, include some specific aids in recreational and
civic programs. These will be discussed in their respective fields, as will
joint meetings already' held.
The activities of the Agents in connection with the . ..£.arm orga..."'lization
were limited to planning meetings, community contacts and demonstrations in
subject-matter fields. The Agents have attended 11 program conferences,
4 communit,r meetings, and have been responsible for 4 demonstrations in 2
localities. In addition, two days were devoted to attendance at the State
meeting. The CountY' Agricultural Agent and the State Leader of Home Demon­
stration Agents were in attendance at meetings where policies effecting work be­
Jon' the confines of Maricopa CountY' were discussed.
Service to -the Home Demonstration Agents, and to Homemakers' Clubs,
&s rendered by the farm organizatiOn in fields of commtmity activity and
recreation, but will be discussed in the respective fields in which the
service falls.
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I. OrianizatioD
Su�r2jeet B. Home Economics Extension Organization
Pbs.se 1.' Homemakers Clubs
The entire program for Maricopa County is built around 12 groups
of t8.l'Jll homemakers who are indicated as RuraJ. Homemakers' Clubs. This
type oLorganization has existed in formal. tashion since 1932, but has
increased in its number of groups, its membership therein, and its interest
in a unified county program. The factor of increase has been responsible
for a changed type of program, both as to administration and subject matter.
As was indicated iD. previous paragraphs on organization, fewer types of
subject matter can be offered due to the demand on the time of the Agent.
The county-wide program for Rural Homemakers also includes the needs
and interests of other educational agencie� who maintain representation at
all meetings where program planning occurs.--such organizations as the Parent­
Teacher group, the Wards of the Church of -Latter Day Saints, the Farm_ Bureau
and the Farm Security" Administra.tion, and Work- Projects Administration. A
JIeJI'bership of 1,020 women are served in 22 localities through 29 groups.
In order to aid the Agents in s erving the county, two Farm Security groups
merged with local Homemakers' Glubs for monthly demonstrations, while three
Homemakers' groups joined 9 Wards of the L.D.S. Church for work in Leader-
Training classes.
-
All of these organizations were served bY' the Agent or Assistant
Agent through 64 subject matter demonstrations, and 44 program planning
conferences. Specialists presented 26 method demonstrations to the groups.
Specific allocation or these contacts will be found in the portion of the
report devoted to the various phases of subject matter featured in the
count1-wide program.
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I. Organilatio,D
Sub-ProJect B. Home Economics Extension Organiza,tion
Phase 2. Homemakers OotmeAs
laricopa County designates her "cou.'1.cil" as a nCounty Coordinating
Committee. a It seemed wise to indicate the feature of coordination due
to the tact that there are farm, civic and related educational agencies
cooperating in the count7-wide program. The Committee consists ot two
representative ot each of the 29 groups at work, meets at least twice a
year; acts in an advisory capacity to the Home Demonstration Agent; and
correlates the interests ot the farm homemakers which it serves. Thus it
aids in building a unified program; and in addition, cooperates with farm
organizations in stimulating civic and social projects in the communities
and the County.
'
In 1940, the Coordinating Committee met twice. A spring meeting
was attended b,y 30 officers who pooled their program requests for the
ensuing year. They asked for a continuation of work in the field of
Clothing Selection, ·plus a series of demonstrations stressing the principles
which simplify Meal Planning. Locality requests were presented by the
president of each local group. Where variation in needs existed, the Co­
mmittee accepted majorit.y requests.
A month later, the members were again called together qy their
Chairman to receive the; report of the Home Demonstration Agent relative
to the acceptance of the count.y requests by the State Office.
As an added feature of this spring meeting, the committee members
voted on a revision of their County constitution and prepared a general
calendar of project meetings.
At an annual Fall meeting, the Coordinating Committee, with .33 in
attendance, elected officers tor the year and made general announcement
of program features and such changes in schedule as were necessary.
- 10-
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Ie Organization',
Sub-Project B. HOme Economies Extension Organization
Phase 3. Leader-Training Service
Members of Rural Homemakers' Clubs and related agencies had_the
choice of accepting Leader-Training Classes as a vehicle for Home Demon­
stration work on a county-wide basis, or or deletion ot number ot clubs
in the county, due to the demands on the Home Demonstration Agent's time.
All officers of clubs presented this choice to members end the Agent feels
that the appraisal of advantages and disadvantages was a thoughtful one.
Ultimately, the majority voted that it would be selfish to delete the work
in the county,· so agreed to make every attempt to have representation at
tbe meetings called for leaders, and to accept leader-training wherever
possible.
The coun� was re-districted for this service. In 1938-39, there
were five centers, designed to serve 27 clubs. In the spring of 1940, it
was necessal'1 to plan a combination of groups and lim!t canters to four, due to
the tact that the Specialists' time was lim!ted. Thus, one center serves
3 communities; one 7, in the central portion or the county; one is set up
for 5 lards of the L.D.S. Church, and the fourth reaches 3 Homemaker's groups
and 9 ..church Wards.
Classes for leaders in the field of Nutrition and Clothing are
held in each ot .the four centers. A total or 28 such meetings were held
during the year, with a leader attendance of 102 women, from 22 localities.
A break-down of these figures will be found in the discussion of subject
matter activities.
\
Twice during the year, the Agent, offered leader-training to groups.
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I. Qrganization
Sub-Project C. 4-H Clubs
Pha.se 1. 4-H Club Organization
Due to the resignation of the Assistant Agent who devoted the major
portion of her time to the field of 4-H work, the Agent stepped in for a
short period of time to assist in any way possible •. In the na.rrative
devoted. epecifically to that field, the Assistant Agent will include the
various activities of the Agent, following her arrival in the County.
The following figures indicate the general service which the Agent personally
has rendered to the 4-H. Clubs in the Count,..
Activities in the 4-H Field
No. ot
�ubject Meetings Attendance
Program Conferences 9 44
Clothing Contacts 9 79
TeS!D Practices II 109
Leader-Training Meetings 2 16
Achievement Days 2 83
Total 33 331
Girls' 4-B Clubs were organized in 26 different communities or
schools with 65 Standard Clubs having 1 man and 45 women local leaders in
charge of 817 different members; 66 were boys and 751 were girls.
leal Planning, Baking, Health, Personal Development, Knitting, Clothing,
and �eadership projects were carried.
All boys except 1 ranged in the first and second years of club work,
divided as follows: 45--first; 20--second; and I--fourth. Girls--422-rirst;
l61�second; ll5--third; 2S--fourth; l2--fifth; l3--sixth or over. Eight
older club girls, as members of the College Club, served as Assistant Leaders.
Seventy-six office calls relating to 4-H organization were cared for,
twent1-six home visits were made, and 1071 bul1etL�s given out.
The Assistant Agents gave 3� days to organization work from the office,
through 17 actual group organization meetin� or through leader clearances of
organization problems and through school contacts with Principals or teacher
leaders. Fourteen such contacts were made in October and early November to
get the next year's work started.
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I. qrganization
S.Project C. 4-H Clubs
Phase 1. 4-H Club Organization. Conttd.
lonthiy contacts, especially with clubs where assi'stance is
apparent is the plan, and to provide subject matter to all, as well as
provide as much illustrative material as is practical.
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I. Organization
Sub:froject C. 4-H Clubs
Phase 3. 4-H Leaders' Meetings
Two Clothing Leaders' meetings have been held�-dne in FebruarY
and one in September. Miss Lorene Dryden, Clothing Specialist was in
charge. Standards, techniques, illUstrative material kits and general
subject matter topics and the use of the Leader's Guide were discussed.
liss lh7den answered-many questions for the leaders. Twenty-nine leaders
attended the two meetings.
Another conference is planned for Miss Dr,yden's next trip into the
County in January.
A similar meeting was held October 12, for Nutrition Club leaders.
Miss Jean 'i. Stewart, Specialist in Nutrition was in charge. Twelve leader's
attended. The meeting took the form of round-table discussion and dealt with
subject matter and organization problems. Another such meeting is planned
for JanuaI'1.
Mr. Emil Rovey, State Club SpeCialist, met October 28 with the
Agents and a group of 6 Health Club Leaders to discuss this project and
possible changes to simplif,y requirements to fit into the communit.y needs
and facUities. No well defined plan was achieved-surveys are pending.
Leaders' meetings alreaqy discussed qy the Assistant Agent
included 2 attended b,y the Agent.
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I. Organizatiop
Sub-Project C. 4-H Clubs
Phase 4. Collegiate Leadership Club
This Club reported under miscellaneous 4-H Clubs on Page 24 of
the Statistical Report is thought to be unique; 1t is sponsored by the .
Arizona State Teachers College at Tempe and is open to prospective teB.chers
in training. Opportunity, in so far as is compatible lV1th the individual
schedules, is given for actual 4-H Club leadership in connection with practice
teaching experience, usually as Assistant Club leaders.
The Agents, in Charge of 4-H activities, work closely with
Mr. F. E. Ostrander and the Club officers to bring to the group interesting
demonstrations, speakers and programs intended to solve their problems
and build interest. They meet semi-monthly at the College in eveiling meetings.
Eleven girls were enrolled and all completed the project.
This Club, under the direction of the leader, sponsors the County
4-H Fair and takes care of its m&.ny details. They annually hold a leaders I
banquet which was held December 7th, 1939, with 47 in attendance.
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I. Organization....
Sub-Proj.est D. RjaP9rjf,§
Annual, Monthly Expense Account, end Weekly Reports have
taken an aggregate of 22i days of the AssistaDt Agent's time to prepare.
Office time is broken into by office calls, telephone calls
and staff conferences until the time Is difficult to determine as to use
to the best advantage frequently.
Summar,y of such activities as 4-H Achievements, Fair participation,
standard records for trip winners also have taken time of the Assistant
I.gent.
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II Organization
SU1!!!!!arx of Organization Work
Formal organization work, which connotes the activity of the Agent
through the regulation activities of the Home Demonstration Program and
contacts with Farm organizations was aocomplished through 44 meetings with
an attendance of' 564 persons. More or less informal organization which
includes such program work as we do through related agencies and nuscellaneous
program requests swell the number of such meetings to 71, through which
avenue 707 persona were contacted during the course of the year. The Agent
devoted' a total ot 82 days to this work, 1� of which fell in the 4-H field.
Grace R,yan,
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I. Organization
Outlgok in the Field of Organization
The work of the Rural Homeme.kers' Clubs of the County has
attracted community attention beyond the localities served. It would seem
fair to assume that acquisitions might occur, dependent upon the time of the
Agent availa.ble for organization work and for subject matter assistance to
sustain organization. Work was solicited by a group from Gila Bend, but
as yet the request has not been met because the group is too isolated to
attend leader-training classes, end the Agent has not had field time to
offer the cOJUnnmity.
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WI. Nrition
The work ot the Home Demonstration Office in the field of
Nutrition consists of contacts b.1 the Extension Nutritionist and the Agents,
in the following phases: Food Preservation, Food Selection, Food Preparation
and Food Economics. Each phase will be developed in sequence.
Sub-Pr�Jec�B. Food Preservation
fbase 2�. Canning Foods
Canning as a Home Demonstration activity has moved out of the
field of major emphasis. The Agent has been much interested in underlying
reasons, yet presents none except on a speculative basis. Farm cash income
may be a bit more fiexible, thus permitting the use of more fresh fruits and
vegetables. Undoubtedly the establishment of a freezer locker has made a
marked difference in the amount ot meat canned; a_forecast was offered in
the 1938-39 report. Canning equipment has been purchased which lessens the
use of county equipment.
Such canning activit,r as is reported falls into the usual catagories-­
that done by' the Agents in the form of method demonstrations, and that done
by farm homemakers who bor-row COtUlty equipment.
Agents' Demonstrations
These demonstrations represent the nearest approach to personal
service that is given by the Home Demonstration Agents. The Agent and
Assistant Agent conducted 13 demonstrations in 7 localities during the year.
A total of 68 families were served and 522 quarts of food conserved.
Products consisted of meats, poultr,y, fruit and vegetables. All
produce was either surplus home-grown, or imported at prices which made it
possible. tor th� homemaker to justif.y time, energy and fuel for processing
the food.
In one locality, the Agent met with a group of women who wished
to start from the beginning with canning information. A series of meetings
was planned, only two of which could be given in the season selected. Other
work.will be·added as prod�cts are available.
Cooperator C�P.in&.
As bas been customary for a loni period of time, the Rome Demonstr�tion
office serves its rural population through the loan of canning equipment.
During the past season, 11 families in g districts borrowed the cooker e.nd
sealers. They made the following returns:
Meats ••••••••• 1150i quarts
Vegetables •••• 347 It
Fruits •••••••• 1559 n
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XIII. Nutrtt!on
Sub-Project B. Food Preservation
Phase 2. Caming Foods
...
Cooperator Cann.ing, Cont'd.
Added information indicated that they had made 491 containers of
jams end jellies and 142 containers of pickles end relishes.
It is a known fact, that former cooperators go on, from year to year,
using methods secured from the Home Demonstration office and conserving a
volume of food, but the current report form makes no provision for inclusion
or figures which, indicate a sustained interest in, and use of practices
from 1ear to year which originate with our office.
Food Spoilage Survey
The Agent is vitally interested in a check on methods used for�
food conse�.tion and spoilage resulting from such methods. A questionnaire
OIl the subject went out to 35 _persons, 12 of whom were interested enough
to reply as to the keeping quality of' the foods which they processed. From
those replies, representing a total of 319S quarts cBnned, th� reported
having lost; quarts of meat, 10 quarts of vegetables, 1 quarts of tomatoes end
4 of pickles. While the 'figures are too limited to be conclusive, they represent
a beginnin� in the, matter of a check on methods as a health hazard.
Summarz of Food Conservaiion Data
During the year 1939-40, 79 families were served in 15 localities,
through 13 demonstrations end loan of equipment. A total of 4,26S containers
of food was thus conserved, at an estimated value of $662.60. A very inclusive
food conservation program was conducted by the Church of Latter Day Saints.
The Agent bas always acted in an advisory capacity in the proj ect and has
given demonstrations which resulted in this project. However, none of the
figures can be, definitely linked to the present year's report, hence are not
glv�.
'
Canning -Contact with Rele.ted Agency
The' Agent and Asgistent Agent were asked to make a visit to the
Thrift Kitchen of the Work Projects Administration to assist the supervisor
with a demonstration on the use of the Automatic Sealer. The basis of the
request was the desire of the Agency to use a large shipment of surplus
products for use in Nurser,r School kitchens.
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nIl. htriYOJl
Sub-Project c. F09d Sel�ctiop
Phase 1. Good Growth and Develol?plent
At an annual meeting of the Rural Homemakers' County Coordinating
Committee the needs for, and interest in, the field of Nutrition were
agreed upon and the request submitted to the Extension Nutritionist. The
Home Demonstration office in turn, submitted to the clubs the schedule and
topics for discussion and demonstration. The theme of t he work for 1939-40
was "Good Growth and Development" to be presented on a cotmty-wide basis.
Topics discussed were nHow We Grow" and "How Foods Effect Our Teeth."
An added request was made for training in methods of dressing and
cookecy of poultey, a topic which will be presented in its proper place •
.
Specialis1fs Demonstrations
Due to the fact that all of the demonstrations given by �
Specialist to leaders appeared in the annual report for 1935-39, attendance
records are not repeated. However, the direct results of those demon­
strations constitute the work of the leaders for the current year end are
herein submitted.
The method of procedure in presenting the Nutrition information to
groups was as follows: The Specialist met with 54 leaders who in turn
relayed the subject matter to groups, either through·the assistance of the
Agent, or independent of the Home Demonstration office; or the Agent or
Assistant Agent presented the work. In consequence it is believed that a
better picture will result if the report is given on that basis.
Agents' Demonstrations.
During the months follo\�g the demonstrations b.y the Specialist,
the Agent was obliged to give only two demonstrations, in one community.
Otherwise the extension of information was handled by leaders, with some assis­
te�ce from the Agents.
Leaders I Demonstration.s
Leaders or Nutrition Classes met their groups in 16 communities
during the year. Depending upon the needs of the communities, the composition
·0£ the groups 8�d the time permitted tor meetings, they conducted 43 demonstra­
tions which reached 1656 women in the county. Methods stressed b.1 the.
Specialist, and illustrative material which had been suggested were used in
most instances.
As a tangible result of this work in "Good Growth and Development,"
certain figures were presented to the Agent for inclusion in this report.
Eight women reported improving methods of preparing· vegetables, 11 declared
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that they had acquired information relative to the selection of calcium­
rich foods, 10 investigated the d ental health of their families, 14
familiarized themselves with the signs of good nutrition, 15 reported
better balanced meals, and 15 acknowledged better food habits. A few of
these figures could not appear in the statistical. report, due to the fC4ct
that there seemed no logical place -for the record. The goal of the
Speciillst was that homemakers become conscious of food needs of the
family, evidences of the result of intake of such foods, and development
of interest in better methods of preparation of all foods for the famil,.
table� It is believed that some of the goals established for the work
were achieved and a greater interest in· family nutrition developed due
to the course.
,
Thus through the work of the Extension Nutritionist, Agents and
leaders, 17 communities worked on Food Selection. Through the total of 53
meetings, the 54 trained leaders and Agents reached 1,794 women. Reports
indicate that 83 families adopted some of the practices taught and the
subject matter presented in the field of selection of food.
In October 1940, a second series of leader-training meetings was
held in prepare.tion for additional work in Nutrition stressing Meal Planning
lade Easier. Fift7-two leaders met the Extension Nutritionist in 4 centers
in the County-.
�
.
Follow-up meetings were given by the leaders in 7 communities.
The Agent was present at 5; the Assistant Agent one, while leaders assumed
full responsibility for one demonstration. Due to the fact that this project
will not be completed until May 1941, the full account will appear in the
Annual report for that year. The 7 demonstrations reached 135 women with
the first of a series of balanced meals, simply and inexpensively prepared,
These figures in this paragraph are included in final totals, however,
because they occur in the statistical report, accounting for the demonstrations
of Specialists, leaders and Agents.
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nIl. Butriti9P
Sub-Prgject C. Food Selection
Phase 5. 4-H lutrition Club Work
ODe of the three summer clubs of the county was a second year
Meal Planning group of 6 older girls of Tempe and vicinity under the leader­
ship of one of the College girls who incidentally was a National trip winner
for 1939. Their project by choice 'centered around bot weather meals with
emphasis on daiI'1 proj ects.
.
Two demonstration teams were developed, an elimination held, and
the winners attended the Annual Round-Up to represent the County in a Dairy
Foods demonstration participated in by three counties. The team with a
demonstration of Milk Drinks won first place and a trip to the National Dairy
Show as guests of Kraft Company-they were also declared winners of the
Senior demonstration competition.
The r�ther of one of the girls end a dairyman vocationally chaperoned
the girls team and the winning boys' teams on -the trip to Ha.rrisburg. All
report a good time, and many points of interest enroute were visited.
I
The girls placed fourth and are to be complimented on their success.
It is the first time girls of the State have entered in the contest. These
girls have on. request presented the demonstration to many groups in the
interest ot greater consumption of dairy products because of their high
nutriti9llal and protective values.
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XIII, HutritiOA ,
S�PrgJect D. Food Preparatiop
Phase 3. Prepare.tion of Meats end Eggs
As indicated previously, the Extension Nutritionist included one
demonstration in the Nutrition series devoted to the selection, dressing and
cookery ot fowl. The same group of leaders from the same communities
as had participated in the food selection program, convened for the poultry
demonstration, which was designed to introduce improved methods in handling
a fowl from the time i't was slaughtered to the time of serving.
As was indicated in the discussion of .Leesons just preceding, the
information gleaned by the leaders was passed on to their groups b.r demon­
strations presented either b.1 the Agent or the leaders. Certain groups
elected to reproduce the lesson as a luncheon demonstration; others selected
a few of the recipes, prepared them in advance, then served them to a group,
fo.llowing the demonstration of dressing a fowl.
The Agents assumed responsibility for 3 meetings, attended b.1 37
women. Leaders, acting independently, or with assistance from either Agent,
presented 5 demonstrations to 88 women.
The objective of the Specialist was that the newer 'methods taught
would be extended to the entire membership of the clubs. A survey revealed
that 63 reported adoption of the method of dressing qnd cooking poultr,y.
Forty-seven homemakers presented reports indicating that the relishes which
accompanied the meal were repeated.
PoultrY Killing
Subsequent to the work just discussed, a �roup of 19 desert women
solicited the aid of the Assistant County Agent, in Charge of Poultry work
in the matter of improved methods of killing and picking fowl.
Low Cost Foods For Health
Assistance Was given to the Family Selectionist at the Coldwater
Migrator.y Camp through a demonstration at which the group prepared low cost
meat dishes. The,r la�er reported preparations as follows:
Use of Canned Milk....... 9
Vegete.ble Preparation.... 2
Cereal Cookery........... 7
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XIII. Iitrition
.
Sub-Project D. Food Preparation
Phase 5. Food Service to Insure en Attractive Food SupplY
Occasionally, as time permitted, the Agent responded to requests
for assistance in the field of miscellE.neous food preparation. Two phases
were covered bY one leader-training meeting and four method demonstrations,
reaching 55 women in three commmities.
The phases were nCandy Making" and "Meringues and Dipped Cakes.­
Leaders were trained for the work with meringues and mixtures for dipping
the cakes. Neither type of work was part of a project. The Agent served
30 women with the work on cakes, and 25 at a candy making lesson; the
trained leaders relayed the work with cakes to 18 members or their club.
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XIII. Butr!tion
Sub-Project D. Food Preparation
_ PMse 7. School Lunch
Maricopa County is well served by an inclusive school lunch
program. There is room for improvement in the �lpe of supervision and
of meal planning in lunch rooms. The project is usually under the
guidance of either the Principe� of the individual school, or the Home
Economist on the teaching staff. For this reason, the Home Demonstration
office bas not been an active factor in the project for some yeare.
From time to time, the Agent has reported the need of printed material on
adequate, illexpensive lunches.' In January 1940, a trip w�s made to a
suburban lunch room to secure data relative to the successful operation
of an orange juicing station in the lunch room. A later call was made in
company with the Extension Nutritionist and the manager of the Arizona
Citrus Growers' Association. Subsequently, ��ch encouragement as the Agent
could make, has been directed to principals and lunch room managers in
rural areas.
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XIII. Mutritign
Sub-Project D. Food Preparation
Phase 8. 4-H Nutrition Clubs
4-B Nutr!tion Clubs consisting of Meal Planning and Baking Proj ects
were conducted in 10 communities with 16 individual groups or schools
, having 15 voluntary leaders, who rendered at least 65 days of service.
Eleven demonstration meetings were conducted by' the Assistant Home Demon­
stration Agents or Specialists, and an estimated 63 leaders. Four other
meetings were held by' Agents, other than achievements, and approximately
400 by leaders. Three home visits were made, 18 office calls received,
19 conferences with individual leaders, and 2 news articles relating to
Nutrition Club Achievements were published; also one such radio program
broadcasted.
The Agent assumed responsibility for one contact in the field of
Nutrition, meeting 15 club members in one locality.
One-hundred and eight,y-seven different girls and eight ba,ys enrolled,
and one-hundred and thirty girls and six boys completed. Based on require­
ments as set up by project ouUines, an estimated 2,679 dishes of food were
prepared and 354 mears planned and served.
Ninety-eight exhibits consisting of individual meal services and
menus, and service posters, also one-hundred and sixty-seven entries of
baked products came in to the Cotmty 4-H Fair in April.
Twenty-six girls competed in the Foods Judging Contest at the
County 4-H Fair. The two high Senior and Junior girls won the right to
represent the County' in a similar contest at the Annual Round-Up in August.
the Senior team placed first'and the Junior team failed to place
at Tucson:
Baked foods, canned fruits, meats and vegetables; breakfast fruit;
individual breakfast; lunch box and individual lunch serving entries were
made by 4-H girls at the 'State Fair in November, with 27 blue ribbon and
15 red ribbon awards.
Competitive events and the chance to show exhibits is a highly
stimulating factor of the 4-H Program and serves to spur the members to
better effort and to complete their projects.
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XIII. Nutritiop
Sub-Project F. Food Legislation
Phase 2. Home Sani tation and Care of Food
At the Migrator,y Camp located near Coldwater, the Agent assisted
with one experiment in the sanitary handling of food. The method used was
the introduction of a simple fly trap, in addition to agar plates, which
were later inoculated with moisture from a soiled dish cloth; from soiled
hands, poorly washed dishes and from z:oom dust. This device was robbed of
its teclmical aspects by a discussion of the spread of contamination and
its effect on health. Mixing a crack filler, to reduce the inroad of
pests in the kitchen cupboards, was an added device in the attempt to teach
a lesson in sanitatlon.
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XIiI. Nutrition
SU£!el or Accomplishments in the Field of Nutrition
.
It is hoped that the information set down in the foregoing pages
have indicated that better practices in the combined fields of Food Conser­
vation, Selection, Preparation and Care were disseminated to 986 individuals
in the 22 communities organized for work.
or this group, 201 reported the adoption of practices and specific
information gleaned from all phases of Nutrition
Distribution of Literature Bnd Aid Through Other Contacts.
During the course of the year there have been 173 telephone calls,
86 office calls, and 3081 pampblets and bulletins distributed in the
interests of Nutrition.
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XIII. Mutr!tion
Outlook for Nutrition
In view of the fact that the National Defense program will carr,y
an emphasis on Nutrition, it appears logical that there will be a sustained
interest in it as a major county project. Since the conservation of health
is of prime importance, one could look to a probable interest in the
nutritional needs of childhood.
In addition, it is not improbable that there might be an active
need for a Nutrition Committee recruited from the ranks of the various
Homemakers' Clubs of the CO'\.lllty, to detennine the needs of groups and to
suggest phases of work for the basis of a long-time project.
'
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XIV. Clothip.g
Sub-Pro,i.ect A. Selection
In conference at the annual meetIng of the County Committee in
April 1939, the possibilities of a project in Clothing were presented by
the Clothing Specialist. Selection of work on the basis of needs was
made by the club officers present. A schedule was arranged for Leader­
Training Classes. However, that schedule called for no·.work until after the.
first of January 1940. Consequently all of the Clothing program occurred
within a period between January 1940 and June 1940. The general plan of
working through groups of leaders, in centers, is indentical with that
adopted for and 4i�cussed in the field of Nutrition, so will not be repeated
in its entirety-.ll} It provided for the attendance of two leaders from each
of 26 groups representing 18 communities, convening in one of five centers
in the County-.
Phase 1. The Well Dressed Woman
Specialist's Activitz
The unit taught by the Specialist to 52 leaders consisted of three
meetings stressing (1) Selection of Styles for the Individual Figure,
(2) Selection of Color, Texture and Fabric Design for the Individual, and,
(3) Fitting the Garment to the Figure.
The method used was a combination of lecture-discussion-demonstration,
amplified by illustrative material and teaching devices. As in the case of
Nutrition classes, the method of extension of practices was confined to
demonstrations either by the Agent or leader or both.
Agent's Demonstrations.
The Agent and Assistant Agent served 7 communities through demon­
strations stressing the topics listed in the unit of Clothing Selection as
presented by the Specialist. One hundred. and sixty-five women were thus
reached. Assistance was given to leaders in 19 additional demonstrations
which will be summarized under the activity of leaders.
Leaders' Demonstrations.
In 51 instances during the progress of the Clothing Project, leaders
met with 1,982 women to offer assistance in the three phases of Clothing
Selection.
These meetings were unattended by Agent or Specialist. In 9
instances, other leaders conducted their meetings with only such aid as was
needed from the Agent or Assistant Agent to clear technical questions or
to assist \f.lth the use of illustrative material.
(l) See Page 10.
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XIV. Clothing
Sub-Project A. Selection
Phase 1. The Well Dressed Woman
Survey of Results in Clothing Selection
The extension of good practices in Clothing appraisal and selection
is evidenced by results reported by club members. It is found that of the
group, 40 homemakers adopted recommendations for constructing clothing.
Often the principle of construction was offered in connection with the demon­
stration of the Specialist, who could see that it would add a point of
interest to the wearer. Of the total number of women, 410 reported adoption
of suggestions and.principles advanced in the discussion of seleetion of clothing
as to type and figure. '
-
The Specialist had stressed the need of renovation and remodeling
of clothing as a factor in being we11-dressed. In response, 132 individuals
accepted such recommendations.
-'Sixty-seven persons reported improved construction of children's
clothing.
Continuation of Project of the Well-Dressed Woman
Probably b acause of the interest aroused in the subj ect, the
Count.y Committee meeting in annual session for 1940, again voted for
additional work in the project of the Well-Dressed Woman. The schedule
provided for the first of the new series of meetings to be given in September
1940. However, because the new series is merely beginning, final figures
will be a part of the next annual report., To date the Specialist gave 3
demonstrations to 21 leaders. Leaders extended t he work to 225 women
through 9 demonstration meetings. The Agent presented the work to 43 club
members in 2 communities. These figures are included in the 1939-40 summary,
in order to present a complete picture of activit" up to December 1, 1940.
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IIV. Clothing
-
Sub-Proj ect B. Constructiop
Phase 1. Sewing Skills
. 'In one instance, the construction of dress forms was revived at the
�uest ot 9 women; in another community, a lesson was planned for 8 women
who desired to 'master the'technique ot'Italian quilting, as a trimming for
dresses, suits and coats; while in a third instance, the Agent served the
homemakers of the Migratory Camp by teaching simple embroidery processes to
a group ot 8 camp dwellers. Thus, 25 women rece!ved assistance in the 3
contacts.
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XIV. Clotbipg
Syp,Project B. Construction
Phase 3. Knitting
Mrs. Lora E. Oakley, (1)Assistant Agent, organized a class in
knitting for a group of women who were enrolled in �omema.1cer Club activity.
Through 2 meetings, at which she met with 32 persons, work was
begun on sweaters, dresses and suits. The resignation of the Assistant Agent
cancelled the class-hence no tangible achievements result.
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Sub-Projeot B. Constructio�
Phase 5. 4-H Knitting
Assistance was given one girl at the Grand Avenue School who carried
a Knitting and Crocheting Project--it was her second year. She completed a
two-piece 1mitted suit and crocheted cap and purse to match which won 1st
place in the County 4-H Fair exhibit at Tempe end were modelled by her in
the Dress Revue there, also a t the State Round-Up in Tucson in August and
won second place in the State Fair held November 9-17 at Phoenix.
Early in March the Home nemonstration Agent gave i day to the
selection of a team f rom the Knitting group of Riverside who wished to compete
in the Demonstration Team Contest at the County 4�H Fair in April. The Agent
and Assistant Agent each. gave additional time to preparing equipment and to
training the team. They" demonstrated _ the Method of Blocking a Knitted Garment.
The team placed first in the County Fair competition in April,
thereby winning a trip to the Annual Round-Up where they were in State-wide
competition for Junior honors. Again, they garnered the blue ribbon.
Nine girls of the P�verside District organiz�d for a Knitting Project
under the same leader ae of the summer previous.
The leader,was called away for several weeks, hence the Assistant
Agent gave a total of 5 days to the project through the summer. �election
of yarns, patterns, charting of garments, and setting up work principeJ.ly
being done.
The Agent attended one meeting in July during the Assistant Agent's
Annual Leave. In September, the Assistant Agent arranged for the finished
garments to be judged by the Knit Shop Director from the Boston Store. She
was most gracious and likewise generous in her praise of the girls' work.
Only six of the girls had finished their work b.Y Achievement Day,
October 18. Two had been a_dvised by their eye doctor to drop the work
temporarily,. <, Six of the girls were second year knltters; 3 first year.
Velma Welch won the blue ribbon award on her knitted dress at the State Fair
in November.
The following garments were finished:
i-Knitted dress
2 - " sweaters
2 - II skirts
1 - n bolero
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XlV. Clothipg _
Sub-Project B. Construction
Phase 6. Dress RevueR
A very tangible result ot the effectiveness of the project
in Clothing were 2 fashion shows arranged by Wards of the L.D. s. C1:ntrch.
The Assistellt Agent attended one and acted as judge. Both Agents attended the
second of � revues. Dresses were modelled to illustrate the appl.Leatdon
of principles ot, construction, s election and design. The Assistant Agent
reported 63 models. Twenty-five dresses demonstrated the work of the second
'group.
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XIV. c;Lothing
Sub-Project D. Selection and Economics
Phase 4. 4-H Club Clothing-
The time which the Agent devoted to 4-H work was spent in the
field of Clothing, where she made a total of 19 contacts to reach 173
members. Ten of the contacts were visits to Clothing Clubs, while 9 were
devoted to assisting teams who were preparing to enter the annual demon­
stration team contes't at the Fair, a discussion of which is made by' Mrs. Pace
in her narrative.
As a 4-H Project, Clothing seems to be the highlight of interest.
Perhaps this is true because its value is tangible and every girl naturally
must show some interest in clothes. Also, necessar.y equipment is more
universally �vailable, and likewise Clothing Projects can more conveniently
be fitted into the alreaqy busy schedules of the teacher leaders as well as
into their background of training and experiences.
Sixty-eight and one-fourth days of the Assistant Agent's time and
6 days of the Home Demonstration Agent's time was given to 4-H Clothing
in its many phases of assistance to leaders and the girls.
Two @Dd one-half days of the Clothing Specialist's time were given
in the Count,y to 4-H Club work. Three Clothing Leaders' conferences were
attended b,y a total or 41 leaders, and 3 conferences were held with Agents
in relation to policies of organization and techniques. The Specialist gave
2 days to judging Clothing and related exhibits at the County 4-H Fair
in April.
The Assistant Agents' time was divided as follows:
19 - visits to regular club meetings, attendance 308.
29 - demonstrations of techniques, selection of st.yles, materials,
attractiveness, posture, etc.
46 - conferences with individual leaders.
7 - different home visits were made.
27 - Office calls relating to the project or for assistance
were cared for in the office.
This project was conducted in 23 communities with 24 leaders in
charge--winter clubs are held in connection with schools of the count.1-­
weekly or bi-monthly meetings being the usual plan.
Five-hundred and seven girls were enrolled in Clothing Projects,
ranging from first to fifth year, 374 of whom completed the work required
according to the year as outlined, with records of costs and time given to
the project. Three-hundred and eighty-six dresses were made and 797 other
garments with $509.88 total costs submitted and approximate savings of
$5.34.71.
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Five-hundred and eighty-six Clothing exhibits were entered in
competition at the County 4-H Fair and 6 communities sent exhibits to
the State Fair. Most of the girls had worn their garments out or beyond
the state where they could be entered, or entries.. would have been many
times greater at the later fair. Eleven b�Ue ribbon awards and 9 red
awards were' taken by Maricopa County 4-H' ers.
At the suggestion of t he State Leader of Boys' and Girls' 4-H
Club Work, a wash or school dress, a: third year Clothing Project, which
won first place in the State Fair has -been sent to the National 4-H Congress
tor National competition.
A wool dress made by a 4th year girl placed second in the State
Dress Revue, end also. at the State Fair.
Three demonstration teams were trained by Miss Grace Ryan, Home
Demonstration Agent, and the local leaders. The Assistent Agent attended
three practice sessions to offer criticisms end assistance. All three
competed for honors at the Cotmty 4-H Fair at Tempe.
They were:
1. Blocking a Knitted Sweater
2. Removal of Stains from Garments
3. Good Posture in Relation to Wearing of Garments.
Team No. 1 placed first in Junior State competition, as well as
in the County. Team No. 2 placed second in the County.
Attention was given to Health and Attractiveness; the girls were
encouraged to discover and correct their own bad habf.t.s as they affect their
health and general well-being, as well as the wearing of garments.
Thirty-seven girls representing clubs of the County competed in a
Clothing judging contest at the County 4-H Fa.ir; the two high Senior and
Junior scores entitling the holders to represent the Count,y at the judging
CODtest at the 4-H Round-Up at Tucson in August.
The Dress Revue was another interesting event; girls modelled their
dresses and the Senior winner was declared. Anna Marie Ballard won the honor
with a red wool dress.
Considerable time was given to assisting Clothing Club girls to
evaluate or score their own garments in connection with or prior to the
Achievement Days. For the most part the girls took keen interest in this
activity and exhibited a high degree of fairness and a desire to learn the
points of well-made garments.
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One club, a Summer Clothing group, were fe.vored to have three
mothers who attended regularly and participated with the girls--one of
the mothers had never lea.rned to sew; the girls were quite amused at her
enthusiasm over a well done piece of work. Thirteen girls expected to do
the work. Two dropped out early because of family vacations, eleven
finished in good form, which is a compliment to the leaders and girls,
for Summer weather is trying in Maricopa County.
The girls took turns preparing simple warm weather refreshments
to serve. This with singing of club songs served to keep the enthusis.sm
from flagging, and ended in 100% completions.
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XIV. Clothing
Survey of Results in the Clothing Field
As a direct result of the time and effort spent by Specialist,
Agent, Assist8.nt Agent and leaders indicates that through the medium of
'the classes 649 women reported concretely on their own achievements.
Distribution of Literature and Aid Through Other ContBcts
During the course of the year, there have been 7S telephone calls,
.3'; office calls, and 3976 bulletins and pamphlets distrubuted, in response
to inquiries and classes in the Clothing field.
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!IV. Clothiu
Outlook for CIRthing Program
. Interest in Clothing is always active. Whether or not the officers
of the respective clubs will feel that it is wise to adopt a' county-wide
project as a m�jor emphasis over a continuing period of years without shift
to another phase of Homemaking is difficult to foreca.st. However, it is
probable that such will be the case, but that the emphasis will shift from
selection either to economic phases or to construction.
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xv. Home Economic! (Home Management)
At the program planning meeting, which determined the program
of work in the county for 1938-.39, a request was made for some work in Home
Management. However, the inclusive program in other phases of Home Economics
left no field time for the work, except in the most desultory fashion.
Sub-Project B. Construction
Phase 1. Home Furnishings
A project now in progress with a group of negro women was built
around a request from a negro teacher detailed to the district from the
educational division of Work Projects Administration. After an appraisal
of the needs of the commlmity, the dearth of finances and the type of
homes on the tract, the Agent suggested that the group confine themselves
to a general Home Improvement project of limited extent. The objectives
for the group were:
1. A Floor Covering
2. Fly Control
3. Equipment for disposal of soiled clothing.
4. Construction of one piece of furniture.
Through a series of demonstrations by the Agent, the principles
of rug conebructdon from burlap strands were presented by the Agent,
dyeing lessons were given the group by a leader, to be followed by class
aid from the Assistant Agent in the matter of designs for the rugs. The
work thus begun is still in progress, although 8 rugs have been completed.
The Agent shifted emphasis to construction of hampers for soiled
clothing. The material consisted of Maryland vegetable hampers and boards
rrom apple boxes. The construction was supervised by the negro teacher, who
reported 3 hampers completed.
Plans were made for the reconstruction of an automobile seat into
a chair, but the work has not yet been done.
Fly traps were planned qy the negro teacher, but work delayed due
to shortage of funds to btzy' wire. Two traps were finished.
The project 1s a continuing one, with results to be reported,
following an achievement day when rugs and other articles are finished.
Miscellaneous Service
The Agent assisted one other community through a demonstration of
several methods of making rugs. The group was unorgsnfzed ,
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IV. Home Economics (Home Management)
Sub-Project.B. Construction
Phase 5.- Housekeeping
The group of negro homemakers mentioned have requested a diversi­
fied program to supplement the one they have begun. One request included
methods of housecleaning. The Agent led a work !ileeting, at which cleaning
aids were mixed and used, methods of work discussed and crack filler made
as a device for improving worktng surfaces in the home. Follow-up work
will be carried on. It is hoped that the proj ect rl1l rasult in improved
household methods and improved conditiona in the inadequate shelters in the
village.
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xv. HoDle Economics (Home Management)
Sub-Project B. Constr�ction
Phase 8. Personal Development Club.
Personal Development as a 4-H Club Project was developed in
Maricopa County by ·the former girls' 4-H Club Leader, Mrs. Lora E. Oakley,
designed to meet the needs and interests of a group of' mexican girls ,_--'
of Tempe 8th Street School.
A program arranged with Mrs. Oakley's approval, consisting of'
demonstrations on care of the hair and skin with the making of hand lotion,
construction of one article of household adornment as cushion, scarf, chair
set, etc., refinishing or finishing one piece of furniture, and making .of'
simple costQme jewelry with reports on'a related home project such as
care of the bedroom, care of the evening meal, care of a younger child
over a specified period,care of the girls own clothing, laundr,r and
mending included, constituted the requirements; the 45 girls completed 100%.
This club is reported'under miscellaneous clubs on page 24 of the
Statistical Report.
The girls were in two groups with a leader and assista�t student
leader in charge of each group.
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No formal -Nork is to be planned in the field of Home Management
and Household Furnishing until the present program in Nutrition and
Clothing have been completed. Incidentu requests will be handled by the
Agents as the need arises. It would appear that Home Management work
should be resumed in the County if any balance in subj ect matter is to
be achieved on the basis of a long-time program.
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m. Health
Sub-Proj ect B. Health Program
Phase 2. 4-H Health Clubs
Health Clubs were conducted in five communities or schools,
one of these' having two' distinct groups. Six local leaders served to
direct-the work. Two doctors and a trained nurse of the Agricultural
Medical Center kindly cooperated qy giving health examinations to the
various club winners to determine a County champion.
Representatives from the various clubs competed in contest demon­
strations, also with Health and Safety Posters at the County 4-H Fair in
Tempe. Madison School claimed the winning girl who was awarded the privilege
of attending the Annual 4-H Round-Up expenses paid by the School.
Two days of the Specialist's time were given to a survey of the
courit,y needs for a satisfactor.y Health Program, and at a leaders' conference
attended by both Agents and 4 leaders considerable dissatisfaction with the
Health Outline was expressed; however, no well defined chE�ges were worked out.
Only four such clubs have been orgsnized as yet in the 1940-41 program.
The project is a means of putting over general health habits, better
food habits, cleanliness ��bits, and encourages greater care of the hair �d
skin, but provides no means of medical check-ups or se-tisfactory corrective
measures; hence lacks in the definiteness of other 4-H projects.
The Assistant Agents gave 81 days to the Health Club program in
conrerenceawi.th leaders, club visits, demonstrations with groups, end
health examinations following Achievement days to determine the county winner.
Fifty-eight boys and forty-eight girls enrolled, fifty-two boys
and 46 girls completed in the 6 clubs of the five centers -.
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XVIII. Community Activities
In the course or a year, ver,r diverse commun1� contacts were made
by the Home Demonstration Agent and Assistant Agent. Such work is unorganized,
yet absorbs a large share of time and reaults somewhat from the metropolitan
quality of Maricopa County where numerous civic organizations exist. Many
agencies use ,hoenix as a basis of operation which accounts for inclusion
ot such act!vity in the program ot cooperation. Thus we have been active
in county contact with the Farm Security' Administration, Farm Bureau,
ArizQD& State Teachers Colleg� the local utility compsny, the Ministerial.
Union of this area, Works Progress Administration and the sponsors of the
Arizona Clt��s Show. A brief survey of the contacts with these groups is
presented.
Sub-Project A. Related Agencies
Phase 2. Farm Security Adm1nistration
Cooperation in planning of programs for inclusion of the homemakers
of the Farm Security Tracts bas been a teature since their inception.
During 1939-40 the Specialist met with leaders from the four groups in our
county, and the Agent presented, or assisted with, demonstrations in the
field of Clothing and Nutrition, in addition to planning and presenting
demonstrations at the Coldwater Migrator.r Camp. A more detailed discussion
would mean repetition ot data, since the work done with the Farm SecuritY'
groups was included in the report made for the other groups in subj ect
matter fields. For the sake of summar,y, the following statistics are offered;
as a key to data found in the statistical report devoted to Farm Securit,y
information:
Number ot Communities........ 5
Subject matter meetings•••••• 23
Leader-Training meetings••••• 11
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XVW. CommUQitl Activities, Cont'd.
Sub-Project A. Related Agencies
Phase 3. Farm Bweau
A summar,y 01' contact with this tarm organization was presented
on Page 7 under the topic "Organization. U However, there were community
contacts ot specific .nature which should be reported.
The Home and Community Department of the group sponsored a �ri­
County' Picnic for farm women from Pinal, Pima and Maricopa Counties•. One­
hundred and twenty-three farm women from the three areas convened at the
Communit,y House on the Farm Securit,y Tract at Coolidge. Recreation and
� tellowship were the motives for the gathering. The program consisted
ot a series of stunts presented by various groups, in addition to an;
excellent art and craft exhibit arranged by the homemakers from Pinal County.
Irs. Lora Oakley attended with the Home Demonstration Agent a
Farm Bureau meeting at Litchfield where 86 members were present.
The Assistant Home Demonstration Agent, Mrs. Isabell Pace,
attended jointly with Mr. Charles Cochran, Assistant County Agricultural
Agent in Charge of Boys' 4-H Club Work, two Farm Bureau meetings in response
to requests for a 4-H Club demonstration( the two teams winning the National
Dair,y Show trip responded with their demonstrations as a feature of these
evening programs. The occasion at Kyrene was the annual dinner meeting.
One..bmdred and two men and women attended. Three people were ·asked to
,udge the telllS. The girls served samples of their drinks to the judges
and passed out mimeographed copies of the recipes. Many interesting questions
were asked the 4-H teams, all of which they attempted to answer.
At Litchfield the demonstrations were likewise a feature of the
program. The girls found many of those attending willing to serve as
official tasters for their attractive drinks.
Mr. Earl Mabarg, Executive Secretary of the Farm Bureau, and
Irs. Verdell McQueen, Comty Chairman of the Home and Community Department,
were in attendance. This group of 57 yomg men end women seemingly have a
good time socially in connection with their regular work. The women are
arranging to conduct regular adult Extension programs under the regular
leadership training plan.
The 4-H Fair and Round-Up pictures were also presented and well
received.
Such programs have served as workouts for the teams, and also
give worthwhile publicit.y to the 4-H Progrem and will continue to be sponsored.
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MIl. Communig Activities, Cont'd.
Sub-Project A. Related Agencies
Phase 3. Farm Bureau
Other Farm Bureau activity of the Assistant Agent has had to do
with planning programs and joint Farm Bureau and Extension activities,
and have already been explained by the Home Demonstration Agent.
The Assistant Agent attended the following meetings:
May 1 - Tri-County Picnic, Casa Grande
April 6 - Farmers' Community Picnic, Tempe 4-H Fair
Nov. 18 & 19 - State Farm Bureau Convention
These activities are discussed b.y the Home Demonstration Agent.
Community Assistance to the Agent.!
The farm organization assumed responsibilit,y of transportation
arrangements for women attending the Countr,y Life Conference in Tucson.
In other way the,y rendered valuable assistance to lighten the details
ot an over-full Home Demonstration program.
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rnn. Co.unitx Agtivitie@, Cont' d.
Sub-Project A. B§lated Agencies
Phase �. Other Upiversity Departments
Pbi1osopby Copfere�c£
The Agricultural Extension Service brought to Maricopa County
a series of meetings designated as the "Pbilosoph,y Conference." Group
discussions were features of the series and were attended b.Y members
ot the Homemakers Clubs. An inclusive field schedule prevented the
Agent's attendance except for two lectures offered in evening sessions.
The Assistant Home Demonstration Agent attended 3 sessions of
the Philosophy' Conference.
CountrY Life Conference
One-hundred and three women from various counties in Arizona
convened at the Universiv of Arizona in June, 1940, to attend a Country
Life Conference arranged by the Agricultural Extension Service. Twenty
of the group registered from Maricopa Count,y. The Agent and Assistant
Agent accompanied the group. Two days were actively devoted to the business
and recreational features of the conference. Exhibits from counties
were a feature, as was a discussion group.
The event was an enjoyable break in the routine of homemakers,
gave an opportunit" for inter-count,y visits, provided an opportunit.y for
the group to visit the Universit.1, and I feel sure, broadened horizons for
many women who attended.
Following this conference, the Assistent Home Demonstration Agent
remained over for a requested conference with �ass Alice Beasley, the
newl,. appointed Home Demonstration Agent for Navajo and Apache Counties,
and Mr. Emil M. Rovel", Ste.te Boys' and Girls' 4-H Leader, relative to
plans for and leadership in the Northem Counties.
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mIl. Community Activities, Cont'd.
Sub-Project A. Related Agencies
Phase 7. Related Educational Agencies
Contacts with related educational agencies were made during
the year. Occasionally, the stafr members of one of these groups will
meet with members of the Homemakers' groups, at their invitation, to
provide a program. In the absence of the Agent from the COtmty,
liss Ruth Kruger, of the staff of the local power company, presented
interesting work vd.th frozen foods. Thirty-seven homemakers from one
or the groups were in attendance at her demonstration.
A representative of the Ministerial Union solicited the assist­
ance of the Agent in the matter of presenting the scope of Extension work
to a group of ministers and laymen who were seeking to develop educationa!
'fOrk in the COUllty •
A contact was made by the Assistant Agent with the State Home
Economics Association.
The Work Projects Administration included the Home Demonstration
Agent on committees, at coordinating meetings, and in conference regarding
community work.
Miscellaneous Community Contacts
The Agents attended communit,y meetings sponsored � the Arizona
Mill Producers and the Pima Cotton Growers.
Assistance was given to the Mesa Chamber of Commerce in connection
with the Annual Citrus Show. The Agent revised the premium list and
assisted during the judging.
Incidental to an inspection trip to the Salt P�ver Valley,
Irs. Lydia Lynde, Parent Education SpeciB�ist, met with a group or
32 women from various organizations. Her topic was nplenning Your Fmnily
Life."
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XVIII. Commueitr Activities, Cont'a.
Sub-Proj ect B. Coni'erence8
Phas, 1. Annual C9nf'erence
Two types of program conferences were attended b.y the Agents
during the year--one, the annu.a.l conference of COlmty Extension workers,
and the second, a conference attended solely qy Home Demonstration Agents
and Specialists, the purpose of which was the construction ot a program
of work tor the year.
At the annua.l conference, the program was built aromd a summ2.I7
of the year's activities, outlook and recommendation for additional work,
end a series of informative and personal accounts of the type ot work which
characterized the early years of Extension activity. This was offered
in the nature of recognition of the 25th 8llIliversacy of the establishment
of Extension work.
A later feature of the conference, tor the workers in the Home
Demonstration field, was a tour of the Salt River Valley, based on the
theme of brushing up on subject matter. Hew nutritional infonnation was
supplied through a visit to the freezer lockers, Phoenix, plus a luncheon
demonstration by the Home Economists of the Central Arizona Light and Power
Company. Clothing data was supplied through a tour of the yard-goods
department of a local store, in conjunction with a pre-view of spring
garments. Home Management was adequately stressed when the staff of the
Power Company used a batterl of electrical 8.ppliances in preparing the
luncheon, followed by a discussion and demonstration of new power equipment
tor the home laundry. Rural homes belonging to families on varying levels
ot living supplied ideas of house planning and furnishing.
The tour was topped b.Y a reciprocit.y dinner sponsored qy the
Extension Service at which.'event were invited representatives of agencies
in Phoenix and vicinity, cooperating with the Service.
At the time ot the Annual Conference, Mrs. Pace was serving as
Home Demonstration Agent in Navajo and Apache Counties. Sta.te-wide
conferences attended b.Y the Assistant Home Demonstration Agent since
working in Maricopa County are::
AprU 22,. 23t 24 - Annual H.D.l�. Planning Conference
J1me .3, 4, 5, 6 - Country Life Conference
Aug. 26, 27, 28, 29, - Annual 4-H Round-Up.
Spring ConfeFencft
Agents and Specialists in attendance at the Program Planning
Conference devoted two days to summaries of work, advanced programs ot
work, and construction of specific field schedules. A feature of the
conference was a visit from Miss Madge Reese of the Extension Division ill
Washington, D. C. who brought glimpses of the scope and content of the
national program and delineated the re-organization of the Extension
structure as a whole.
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WIl. gommunity ActintieJh Cont'd.
Sub-Project B. Conferences
Pha§e 2. Office Conf'.er§Pces
Office conferences ot various t,ypes have been reported under the
gener8� heading of nOrgan1zationft and "Program Planning" because of the
tact that such conferences, even though confined to sWf, were us�
devoted to some phase ot work with programs or other organization work.
On transferring to Maricopa County February 1st, most of the
following two days were given to working out, a schedule for Mrs. Pace
by Miss Delphine Dawson, State Leader" and Miss Grace R,an, Home Demon­
stration Agent, and Mrs. Pace.
The Schedule worked out planned for 4-H Club visits, much as had
been followed by the former Assistant Home Demonstration Agent in Charge
of A.-B Club work. Some adult contacts were also arranged. In general,
a prettT broad view of the scope of Extension work in the County was to
be bad, as is indicated by the activities mentioned in the following
brief paragraphs:
l. The Assistant Home Demonstration Agent a.ttended with Miss Ryan,
two Homemaker Club meetings.
2. The Assistant Home Demonstration Agent attended with Miss Pyan,
one 4-H Clothing Club Leaders' meeting with Miss Lorene Dr,yden
in charge.
3. The Assistant Home Demonstration Agent attended with Mr. Cochran,
Boys' Club Leader, a club meeting at Leb! where motion pictures
were given, and 'visited a clothing group at Rural enroute back.
On February 29, Mrs. Pace met with Director Charles U. Pickrell
in his office in Tucson relative to transfer from the Northern Counties
to Maricopa County with the reault the transfer was agreed upon to become
effective March 16th. She then returned to Holbrook Headquarters to
arrange office matters and make necessar,y contacts for the unanticipated
transfer.
A check-up indicates that time totaling 7 days have been given
b.T the Assistant Home Demonstration Agent to various office conferences
relating to the major conferences discussed.
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XVIII. Community Activities, Cont'd.
Sub-Project B. Conferences
Phase 4. Annual. A.-H Club Rotmd-Up
Thirty-seven girls representing 18 different community Club
groups attended the 4-H Club Round-Up at Tucson I.ugust 26 to 29 inclusive.
The Boys' Club Agent, the Assistant Home Demonstration Agent, two teacher
leaders, one interested mother, and 'a male College Leadership Club member
chaperoned the girls and boys. The delegates tor the most part earn the
pr1vl18ge of attending through competitive or outstanding activity as in
judging or demonstration team work, or are selected by' their fellow club
members on merits of local leadership or service.
The 4-H' ers spend these three dqs on the University Campus
and enjoy the dormitocy lite, the dining hall, the swimming pool, the
beauty Qr the campus, as well as the assembly and recreational programsI
tours, and competitive activities offered.
The flag raiSing ceremony conducted at 6:45 A. M. each day found
almost all delegates in the proper place at the right time.
The table following indicates the individuals and teams who entered
competitive events, and winnings of Maricopa Count,r girl delegates.
Demonstration Teams
Event
.. Hame 1st 2nd 3rd
Senior Dress Revue
Wool Dress Division Anna Marie. Ballard x
Senior Home Mar,y Louise Jones
Economics Team Ruth Crumbaker x
Mary Louise Jones
Dain: Foods Ruth Crumbaker x
Junior Home Ch�ryl Nix
Economics Team Freida Welch x
Oheryl Nix
Clothing Frelda. Welch x
Judging Contest - Senior Division
Ruth Crumbaker
Baking Team Apna Marie Ballard x
Rut,h Crumbaker x
High Individual Anna Marie Ballard x
Thelma Olsen
Cannipg Team Marx Louise Jones x
Score
91
97
97
94
94
720
364
355
677
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mIl. CODlDlUQitx Activities. Cont'd.
SUb-Project B. Conferepces
Phase 4. Annual 4-H Club Round-Up
Judging 'Contest - Senior Division, Cont'd.
Event Haae 1st 2nd .. 3rd Score
High Indj.yidpal Mary Louise Jones x 356.6
Alta: Mortensen
leal Planning The!ae Olsen' x 6.99
High Indiv1dy.al Alta Mortensen x 110
Alta Mortensen
Clothing Anna Marie Ballard x 1429.9
High Ind!vidual Alta MortenSen x 763.3
Judging - Junior Division
Rosemary Gill
Clothing Louise Raisch x 864·6
National Contestg
Girls' Record Thelma Olsen x
Hat'l. Daley Show
Food Preparatigp
Ruth Crumbaker
Marl Louise Jones
Outstanding 4-» Leadership Service
lame Yrs. Service Place Awa.rd
Ir. Dale C. Biggins 1, Mesa Leadership Pin
Irs. Agnes Mexer g Rural School Leadership Pin
Opport'lmi ty to represent the local club or the County at the
Round-Up is a major urge throughout the year for all club members to
"Make the Best Better."
Accompanying news items and snapshots further explain this major
aotivity.
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MIl. eoR!uniW Activities, Cont'd.
Sub:Proj ect C. Publicity
Phase 1. :Radio
'rhe activities of the Agent in this field were greatly curtailed,
due to the necessity ot releasing office time to field activity. A local.
station had offered a weekly contact, bu� it was found impractical to trT
to rill it. The Agent regrets this situation inasmuch as publicity is
desirable for the furtherance of the Extension program.
Two radio contributions were made, however; one in conjunction with
the Surplus Products Division, and one for the Westem Farm and Home Hour,
to be used from San Francisco. The manuscript in the former instance was
provided, but the Agent developed the script for the San Francisco broadcast.
Five d�s of the two Assistant Agents' time were given to arranging
tor and presentation ot five radio programs with 4-H members and leaders.
FittJ-tour people participated in these broadcasts.
Most interesting of these broadcasts was probably the one of
November 2nd from 10:30 to 11:30. Mountain Standard Time. The first 15 minutes
us given by the National Broadcasting Company from Chicago; the next 30
minutes br Arizona 4-H Club members over the Arizona hookup, or which 10
Dlinutes was taken by Maricopa County, the final 15 minutes was given by the
lational.
The Assistant County Agricultural Agent in Charge or 4-H Club Work,
a boys' Club leader, and three trip winners participated in this program.
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Sub-Project C. Publicitl
Phase �3. Monthly Circular
An aggregate of 10 days of the Assistant Agents' time in the office
bas been given to publicity in the form of circular annotmcements relative
to 4-H community events, broadcasts, and preparation of publicity articles
tor papers and administrators.
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mg. Cogpit:y Activities, Cont'd.
Q.qb-Proj act C. Pyblicity
Phase A.· Other
Publicity in the main has been confined to program mottces in
daily and weekl,. papers of the County. The local reporters from the
clubs have orrered-p�ogram notices, while the Agent has llandled such
ptillieitr as was supplied to papers in Phoenix.
A series of short articles relative to the origin, operation,
program and goals of. the Rural .Homemakers' . Clubs was prepared by' the
Agent for the Arizona Farmer.
Serving as a lJorthwhile avenue for publicizing 4-H Club work in
the County has been the presentation of the films on 4-H County and State
activities which have been presented to S assemblies or groups not
already reported, as follows:
When Where Attendance
December 6 Iuene . l�O
December 8 Chandler 50
Janua� 3 Balsz 29
Feb£Uaa. 8 Labi 22
August 22 Okemah 71
September 6 Isaac 5!t
October 18 Riverside 5�
October 31 Arlington 175
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rau. Oommuni;!l' Activities. Cont'd.
Sub-Project 12 ....Fairs
Activi� at tairs, -as far as the Home Demonstration Agent is
concerned, is confined to those in the 4-H field, e discussion of which
occurs in the narrative of the Assistant Agent.
Three Fairs held in the County and participated in by 4-H Club
members bave claimed a total of 14 days of the Assistant J..gent's time
either in preparation for or assistance with other than organization
work. They were:
1. The Annual Citrus Show, Mesa, February 26 to March 1.
2. The Annual 4-H Club Fair, Tempe College Campus, April 4,5,6.
3. The State Fair, November 9-17 inclusive.
&mual Citrus Show
The Assistant Agent gave 2 days to assistance with entries,
e.rranging the various exhibits, and supervising the Junior Judging
Contests; t day with the supervision in organization problems at
the Annual C1true Show.
Annual A-H Club Fair
The 14th Annual 4-H Fair was one of the principa.l events of the
Club year and this year was a most successful affair. The Arizona State
Teachers College at Tempe annually invites the County 4-H Clubs to
exhibit their projects and participate in various competitive events.
Ir. F. E. Ostrander with the College Leadership group sponsor the event
and are to be complimented on the high degree of success achieved.
Mr. Charles Occhran, Assistant County Agricultural Agent in
Charge of 4-H Clubs, and the Home Demonstration Agent worked in close
cooperation with the Tempe group.
Interest as evidenced b.Y entries in the Health and P�me Economics
division were as follows:
Baking
Meal _Ple.nning
Csrming
Personal Development
Clothing
Health
167 Exhibits
98 n
28 n
28 If
586 tI
88 n
Total. 995 Exhibits
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Sub-Project D. Fair;
Annual 4-1 Club Fair, Cont'd.
The principal competitive events--demonstrat1on team judging,
Health Champion and Dress Revue Contests have been described under their
special project heads.
An estimated crowd of 2500 people visited the Fair each of the
two days with a picnic on Saturday the crowning event. This latter
event was sponsored by the Cotmty 'Farm Bureau.
Director C. U. Pickrell and Miss Dawson, State Leader of Home
Demonstration"Work,' a.S well as men and women specialists from the University
Extension Division', and who judged or otherwise assisted were in attendance
and lent dignity to the occasion.
An expression of sincere appreciation is felt b,y county workers
and local leaders tor this serviee, aLeo to all local people who simils.rly
assisted, and especially to the �zona State Teachers College
State FW
The Assistant Agent was asked by the State Leader of Boys' and
Girls' Club work, with the approval of the Director, to serve as Assistant
Supervisor of the 4-H Club Exhibit at the State Fair.
Early in the month pl.ana for the space and exhibit were made,
lbwever, little or nothing had been accomplished when the Committee arrived
Wednesday afternoon prior to the opening, hence more time was taken than
bad been counted on. We worked hard until la.te Saturday night when the
judging was completed and exhibits could be placed.
Four counties of the State contributed entries in the Home Economics
Division. The Assistant Agent regrets she cannot give the total entries for
this division for the county: however, nine communities or schools contri­
buted with �lue and red awards as follows:
Placing Ple.cing__
lEntrY Blue Red EntrY Blue Red
",urfbe x x Chocolate Drop Cookiee x
Muffin Variations x x Gingerbread x
'Bale. Powder Blecu!ts x Uniced Cup Cakes x
Corn Bread :x: x Loaf Cake uncooked iCing x
Nut bread x x Angel£ood Cake x
Sponge Cake x x Sugar Cookies x
Butter Cake x Layer Cake x �
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Entries in Home Economics Division. State Fair
Placin£ Placin£
IEntr.v Blue Re_d Ent_nr Blue Red
Oat leal Cookies x x Loaf White Bread x x
Parker House Rolls x x Loaf Whole Wheat
Coffee Cake x Bread x x
!Serring of fruit x Safet,. Poster x x
�plete Breakfast x Fringed Article -x x
School Lunch Box x Dress, 1st year x
Coaplete Lunch or Supper x Full 1st yr. exhibit x
" jars Vegetables x Laundry Bag I x�ingle jar vegetables x Cotton or Linen Dress x
Single jar preserves x Child t s Pl.ey Suit I xSingle jar pickles x Dress, Sport Type x
�ingle jar jam x x Wool Skirt or Dress x
, jars Meat x Slip x
Single jar Meat x Child's Outfit x
3 glasses jelly x Wash Dress x x
Single glass Jelly x x Crocheted Bag or Purse x
Best set of 4-H l(nitted Dress I x xClub records x Knitted Sweater x
Best Secretar,yts Book x Crocheted Cap or �t
x
Best Belt x
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Sub-.ProJ �ct E. Achievements
10 county-wide picnic or achievement day was held in this
area, but the Agents attended 4 such meetings in local areas.
4-H Club
Achievements tor the 26 winter clubs and .3 summer clubs
with a total attendance of 3227 were nearly all held j.ointly with school
Assemblies, community meetings, or in a few instances, only combined
club members ot the school with the leaders and some parents � School
Principals generally preferred the 4-H awards and recognitions be a part
of the Honor Day Assemblies and planned time for at least brief outlines
of the 4-& work, it's requirements, goals, and group presentation ot the
4-11 Pledge.
Eight hundred girls were enrolled in projects, 59 were
duplications or carried two projects during the year, making 751 different
girls enrolled, 615 of whom completed. There were 66 boys enrolled-58 in
Health Clubs and 8 in a Baking Club. Flfty-eight completed. The girls
and boys ranged in ages as follows-
Bars
10 11 .12' 13 U 15. 16 17 18 1.9. 20 &: ove
32 8 10 l� 1
76 149 20.4 166 100 32 7 2 /" 1 10
r
Girls
By years they ranged:
1 2 3 -I. _5 6th and over
BoYs 4� 20 1
Girls J.22 161 115 28 12 13
Wherever time permitted and arrangements could be made,
girls were encouraged to score the exhibits ot the group prior to
achievement grouping in blue, red, and white classes, rather than picking
one best,2nd best, and 3rd place article or garment.
Generally the girls enj oyed the experience and were quite fairn
However, the reasons given for placings were not so satisfactor.y in all
cases, which latter fact fits in with Miss Stewart's suggestion for state­
wide emphasis for another year.
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SJlb-ProJ act K. RecreatiOD
Recreation, as a project, is not scheduled in the county
program of work. Where it has been reported, the contact was in the nature of
a hospitality day featured by some clubs, at the beginning of a club year.
A tentative plan is on foot for a short series of recreation
meetings, sponsored by the Farm Bureau, through its Home and Community
Department, cooperating with the Specialist in Rural Sociology. The
contacts planned will fall in the scope ot the report of next year.
4-H Club Work as Planned and Achieved
Maricopa Cowty
1939-40.
PLANNED ACHIEVED
School or Enrolled Comrleted
Community Project Girls Bavs Girls Boys
fAgus Fria Clothing 9 6
Arlington Clothing 8 6
Avondale Clothing 24 20
Meal Planning 25 24
Balsz Clothing 16 16
Baking 13 6
Buckeye Clothing 24 12
Meal Planning 8 8
Cartwright Clothing 14 12
Ohandler Clothing 41 41
Baking 11 10
Gilbert Clothing - -.
Grand Avenue Clothing 22 21
Kyrene Clothing 39 39
Baking 6 6
Isaac Clothing 11 11
Liberty Clothing 5 5
Baking 3 2
�adison Clothing 12 6
Health 16 16
Murphy Clothing 8 6
Baking 8 8
Okemah Clothing - -
lPalo Verde Baking 19 14
Pendergast Clothing 27 24
Rittenhouse Clothing 11 10
4-H Club Work as Planned and Achieved, Cont'd.
Maricopa County
1939-40.
PLANNED ACHIEVED
School or Enrolled Com._l:leted
CommunitY Project Girls Boys Girls Boys
Riverside Clothing 7 7
Knitting 9 6
Roosevelt Clothing 56 47
Health ; 22 5 20
Baking 12 5 4 4
Rural Clothing 37 36
Health 8 7 6 5
Baking 11 11
St. Maeys Clothing 67 41
Meal Planning 36 30
Tempe Grammar Clothing - -
Meal Planning 8 7
. Baking 9 9 .
�empe College Collegiate Club 11 11
Tempe High Clothing 3 :3
Meal Planning 7 7
Baking 2 1
Tempe Sth Street Personal Development 45 45
�empe Training Baking 10 10
Health 16 30 16 29
Tolleson Clothing 46 .36
Wintersburg Knitting 10 9
Wittman Health 5 2 5 2
MAP OF THE coUNTY SHOVIING
ACTIVITIES OF THE YEAR
ADULT WORK
A. Organization
B. Homemaking
JUNIOR WORK C. Consumer Eduo.
A. Organization D. Community Aot.
H. Baking E. Radio
I. Meal Planning F. Home Mgmt. & Deo.
J. Personal Develop- G. Nutrition
ment H. Canning
K. Clothing K. Clothing
L. Knitting & Crooheting M. Health
M. Health
I
�
J '\
\'\
\ 1
!
fl.
1. Agua Fria AKABGK 25.
Okemah FM
2. Arlington AK 26. Osborn H
3. Avondale AK 27. Palo Verde AKABGHK
4. Balsz .AHKABGHK 28. Pendergast AKAG
5. Baxter ABGHK 29. Phoenix DEH
6. Buckeye AIKABDGHK 30. Phx. Hmesteads A B G
K
7. Cartwright A 3l. Rittenhouse AK
8. Chandler AHKABCFGK 32. Riverside AKL
9. Coldwater Mig., Camp AGKM 33. Roosevelt AHKMFH
10. Creighton H 34. Rural AHKM
11. Emerson H 35. st. Mary's A I K
12. Gilbert A G,·K 36. Soottsdale AH
13. Gila Bend A 37. Tempe ADGK
14. Glendale ABDGK 38. Tempe Hi AHIK
15. Grand Ave. AK 39. Tempe Tr. ARM
16. Higley ABDGK 40. Tempe 8th A J
17. Isaao AKAGHK 4l. Tempe CASTC) N
18. Kyrene AHKAK 42. Tempe Gr. A H I
19. Lehi AGK 43. Tolleson A K
20. Liberty H 44. Washington A B G
H
21. Litchfield ADK 45. Wilson H
22. Madison AKMDH 46. Wintersburg ALABGK
23. Mesa A 47. Wittman AM
24. Murphy AHK
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK
IN
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS
State ot Arizona
University of Arizona
College of Agiculture
U.S. Department of Agriculture
and Maricopa County Farm Bureau
Cooperating
P.O" Box 751
Phoenix Agricultural Extension Service
Home Demonstration Work
Coun�y Agent Work
January 4, 1940
Memorandum regarding February Meetings.
The meetings in Januar,y scheduled for leaders who
were to have met with Miss Dryden for the Project, The Well­
Dressed Woman, have been postponed due to a'conflict of those
dates with the Annual Extension Conference. In consequence,
Miss Dr,yden,will meet with leaders on the following dates:
February 12 •••Chandler Homemakez-a )
Chandler Farm Security ) To meet at the
Higley Homemakers ) Community House
Chandler Relief Society ) Chandler Farm Sec.
February 13 •••Agua Fria
Pendergast ) To meet in the
Baxter ) Home Demons tz-atrion
Phoenix Homesteads ) Office, 1201 West
Washington-Glendale ) Madison Street
Balsz
February l4 ••• Buckeye )
Palo Verde ) Meeting place
Wintersburg ) not chosen
February 15 •••Maricopa Stake )
L.D.S. Wards ) Meet in Mezona Hall
February l6 •••Phoenix Stake ) Meet in Second
L.D.S. Wards ) Ward Church
Will you kindly check the meeting which refers to
your group and send in at least two leaders? There are no
leaders' training meetings for January!
Sincerely yours,
��
Grace �an
Home Demonstration Agent
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK
IN
AGRICULTUP� AND HOME ECONOMICS
State of Arizona
University of Arizona
Ool.l.ege of 11.gricul ture
U.S. Deoartaent of Agriculture
9nd Maricopa County Farm Bureau
, Cooperating
P.O. Box 751
Phoenix
Agricultural Extension Service
Home Demonstration Wor�
County Agent Work
February 6, 1940
Memorundum regarding Leaders' Training Classes in Clothing:
Miss Lorene Dryden will begin. her series of training classes
for local leaders in the Clothing Proj ect the week of February 12.
The County schedule is the Damu as to the duy of the week as thG one
used by Miss Stt;;wart and is as fol1o�.,s:
ChandlE.;r Homemakers )
Chandler Farm Security) To meet ut the
February 12 •••.••••• Higley ) Community House
Chandler Relief SOCiety) Chandler Farm Sec.
Agutl tria )
Baxt.er-c-Phx .. Hmstds. ) To meet in the
February 13 ...•.•••• Ealsz ) Home Demonstration
Gl.endaLe ) Office, 1201 W.
vVashington ) Madison Street.
Buckeye )
February 14 ....•.••. Palo Verde ) PI�ce to be
Uintersburg ) arranged
February 15 ...•..•.. Maricopa Stake ) Meet in
L .. D.S. W£:..rds ) Mezona Hall
February 16 .•.•....• Phoenix Stake ) Second Ward
L.D.S. Wards } Chapel, Phx.
Miss Dryden asks that you brulg a pencil, a tape line, a pair
of scissors, end one or two used fashion m�gazines. The meetings will
begin at 10 oJclock �ld last through the noon hour until about
3 o'clock. Each group will know best wh�t to Cio about a luncheon
arrangement.. VC=Jry probably the group meetine in .Phoenix will wish to
ei thor bring their own scndtd.ch or go to a. nearby store.
Veri sincerely yours,
�1� ��...J
Grace Ryan ·7'
Home Demonstration Agent'
GR:R
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK
IN
AGRICULTURE AND HDME ECONOMICS
State of Arizona
Univel'sity cf Arizona
College of �griculture
U.S. Department of Agriculture
end Maricopa County Farm Bureau
COQperating
P.O. Box 751
Phoenix Agricultural Extension Service
Home Demonstration Work
County Agent Work
February 6, 1940
MetlOrLJldum to Chairmen vf Home and Community Department of Farm Bureau:
Miss Lorene Dr/den, Clothing Specialist from the University Exten­
sion Service will begin a seri�s of leaders' training meetings in our
county on February 12. These meetings will be held February 12, 13, 14,
15, and 16 at different places in tho V&.lley. We are enclosing 8. f'orm
letter wt�ch goes out to all of our leaders of the Rural Homemakers groups.
The enclosure will give you an idea of the place and the time of these
meetings.
We wish to extend a corcial invitation to each local of the
Farm Bureau to send two women to one of Miss Dryden I a meetings, the
pl�ce to be a matter of choice with you as to mileage convenience.
The plan for the series will be discussed � Miss Dr,yden
when she meets her groups the first time. Even though you may feel that
it will be impossible for your loc&! to ndopt the program as a
v/ilole, we believe that you might enj()y meeting Miss Dryden and listen­
ing in on the general pl.cns of work for this unit which has been
designat�d, "The Vlell DresSed Woman."
We will welcome your leaders, then, at any training center
in the Valley the week of February 12.
Very cordially yours,
G��Y
Home Demonstration Agent
GR:R
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK
IN
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS
STATE OF ARIZONA
PHOENIX
UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA
COLLEGE 0, AGRICULTUJiIt
U. S. D�ARTMENT OF AGR1CUL'tURE
AND MARrCOPA COU"TY FARM BUREAU COOPERATING
AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE
HOME DEMONSTRATION WORK
COUNTY AGENT WORK
March 20, 1940
Mrs. Lydia Lynde, Extension Specialist in
Parent Education, Washington, D. C. will meet informally
with members of the RUral Homemakers' Clubs and all
intereeted farm homemakers to discuss UPlanning Our
Family Life." I should like to have Mrs. Lynde have
the opportunity of knowing the cype of women ill Arizona.
who devote time and energy to our programsj: so may I:
urge you to see that some members of your club are
present that day.
Remember--
The Date ••••••••March 27
The Hour ••••••••2 P.M.
The Place ••••••• l201 West Madison Street
County Agent's Building
Very cordially,
.��
Grace Ryan .
Home Demonstration Agent
March 21, 1940
Memorandum Regarding the Farm Picnic at 4-H Fair:
Annually for m�.ny years, the parents of �.-H boys
and girls, the members of the Farm Bureau and all other
interested rural people have gathered on the campus of
the State Teachers College for a picnic luncheon and a
program featuring '+-H achievement. This year the picnic
is on Saturday_
May I urge you to be present that day, if possible?
The luncheon arrangements are in the ��ds of Mrs. Claire McQueen,
County Chairmvn of tho Home and Co!tUr&unity Depar-tment of the
Farm Buree...u, Her plc.."l is as follows:
1. Roasted meat and potatoes will be supplied for
B.l1 present.
2. Each homemaker is asked to supplement this food
by bringing a sulad, bread r�d butter sandwiches
and crute enough for her family End for one extra
service (in case of unexpected attende.nce)
A drink 'will be furnished.
3. Bring the necessary "eating tools," plates, etc.
for your family and one extra.
We are hoping that there may be a good representation
from the Rural Homemakers' ·Clubs. Remember the date--April 6
at noon.
Cordially,
7/JAAu. _a.$.{�.
President of the Rural Homemakers
Coordinating Council
March 21, 1940
Memorandum regarding Preliminary Program Pla.nning Meeting:
The Home Demons tration Agent hz.s asked ne to no tify
all members of the Rural Hoaemaker-s Coordinating Council of
a meeting at her office April 12 • At this tdrie we will make out
a preliminary program for the county for the coming year , This
will be submitted en April 22, by Miss Ryan, lit a state-wide
planning meeting held in Tucson.
Already, all Clothing leaders have been urged by
Miss Dryden to discuss possible plans with their meuber-s , The
Nutrition program has not been ddscuased, but we will go over that
at the Brune tdrae , May I urge you to [J.ttempt to get en expression
from your club a s to whether they wish more work in Nutrition,
and if BO, what type. Up to date, Miss Stewart has not announced
any new plan for Nutrition, so until she does, we will proceed
along the lines indicated in her outlines of last year. For your
convenience, we have included a copy of the S��ar.Y of Home
Demonstration Proj ect.s •
We should be able to smrrmarize our prelimin�ry program
in the course ')f an aft.ernoon , so we ar-e culling the meeting for
two o'clock, at the office of the Home Demonet.rc t.Lon Agent, April 12.
May we count on Y0U or a repreaent.atdve of your club to be present?,
Cordinlly,
.�2.���
County Chad.rman Rural H6fuemakers'
-
Coordinating Council
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK
IN
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS
STATE OF ARIZONA
PHOENIX
UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE
U. 8. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
AND MARICO�A couN'tY FARM BUREAU COOPERATING
AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE
HOME DEMONSTRATION WORK
COUNTY AGENT WORK
March 26, 1940
Memorandum regarding Enrollment of Homemakers' Club Members:
An interesting and important State meeting of Arizona
farm and ranch women will be held June 3rd to 6th at the
Universit,y ot Arizona. I have a communication from Miss DaW80n
indicating that our opportunity for attendance will depend upon
an accurate mailing list from your club.
Will you send me at once a list of the women to
whom you would like to have an invitation sent. Miss Dawson
desires to have us indicate the number of our women b.Y April 5th
or earlier. The general plan of the State meeting will be
outlined to you in detail a little later, but this first step
of securing membership is the one which the State Office is
pressing us particularly for.
Very sincerely yours,
��
Home Demonstration Agent
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK
IN
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS
STATE 0,. ARIZONA
PHOEN,IX
UNIVERSITV OF ARI%ONA
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE
U. 6. DEIl'ARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
AND MARICOPA COUNTY FARM BUREAU COOPERATING
May 27, 1940 AGRIC;ULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE
HOME DEMONSTRATION WORK
COUNTY AGENT WORK
MEMOlU"\NDt1M BE: COUNrBY LIFE CONFERENCE AT TUCSON:
It now appears that plana are quite well fOI·wulatea for
the trip to Tucson on June 5-6. This mcmor:mdum will marell be a final
suggestion as to dotails:
1. We are asked to remind lOU that each visitor is to
provida bed linen, towels Qild soap,
2.
use tho pool.
bathing c�ps •
•
Swim suits will be 3.va�ble for those wr..o rlsh to
It will be necessary for ;OIaen to brirag thair own
3. Women who plo...'l to take :J.dv:lntaga or tho reduced rate
of travel are notified that tho trip will be ar.ad.a bi Southern
Pacific train. The rate is $2.70 round-trip. Tickets must be bought
� a block, so we are asking that you be sure to see that your money
is in the hands of Mrs. Verdel1 McQueen, 'by Wedne sday, May 29.
Address Mrs. McQueen at 1201 W. Madison Street, c/o Maricopa County
Farm Bureau, Phoenix.
4. Mrs. McQueen asks that all members of the party be
at the station at 7:45 A.M. Monday, June 5. The train leaves at 8:10
A.M. There are two sections of this train, so do not be confused
about which of the sections will be reserved for our group.
5. Enclosed you will find copies of songs to be fea.tured
at the conference. May I quote from tl 1�tter which the Chairman of
the Music CODmittee for tha event at the University, sent to me
recently: "Will you be sure t�tlt the women from your county 1::nO\1 tho
\Yords of tho songs and oovo SOlUO i..:!.au about the acore , in oruer that
tha instructor mcv more Sanootiily uork T/ith the group."
8. We are obligod to notify tho University of Arizona of .�;.•
any cancellation b'J May 31. Please do not fail to help us by letting
ua kalo" any change in your 'pl�.'=i.
If ferror th:m l� pjvm�il send in reoervations for th� trip by
tra.in, evory effort l1ill be ..�ii\.} to provide other moans of tr3&'1.sportation.
We will keep you inror�od about any change of pl��s.
Yours very truly,
a t��4� :'T'7VGrace Ryan, I
Hoae Demonstration Agent
GR:E
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK
IN
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS
STATE OF ARIZONA
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PHOENIX
UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA
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U. S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
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June 20, 1940.
AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE
HOME DEMONSTRATION WORK
COUNTY AGENT WORK
Memo. Re: Country Life Conference:
While the trip to Tucson is fresh in.your mind, would you be
willing to jot down some suggestions relative to ways in which you
feel that the program or arrangement of time might be bettered? Miss
Dawson asked us for this comment while there. Some of you doubtless.
talked with her about it, but it not, may we have your comments on
this sheet? It YOU make your notes on this sheet, you may use the
enclosed selt-addressed envelope without postage. It you wish to sign
your sheet you may do so, but it is not necessar,y.
Would you like to see this trip an annual event?
Would you prefer a shorter conference? _
Would it be easier for you to leave home, or to have
the car for a shorter period ot time?
Would you like longer rest periods, and time to go
to the city or the Mission, or other points ot
interest.in and about Tucson?
_
Some ot us felt that the events of Tucsdcy's program
were too close togcthcr-- a ,rogram, a tour, a tea,
dinner and a party. What is your frank opinion? _
Do you like the idea of a county exhibit? _
Did you like the idea of a di�cussion group? _
Ie thought the meals were tine, did you? _
Have you any other suggestions?
Yours vcr,y sincerely,
f:::::.�
Home Demonstration Agent
GR:E
Encl.
COOPERaTIVE·EXTENSION WORK
IN
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS
State of Arizona.
"sityof Arizona.
_ of Agricul ture
LI. Depe.rtment of Agriculture and
ldcop.. County Ft..rm Bureau Cooperu ting
P.o. Box 751
Phoenix Agricul turu,l Extension Service
Home Demons tration vJork
County Agent Work
AUf)"US t 6, 1940.
IeIorundum regarding Cunning Spoilage:
V1e have been asked to solicit your help in determining whether foods
�ed in t.rizona "keep" as weLl, o.S they do elsewhere. F'rom ti.me to time you
have used the pressure cookers and se&lers, and the methods suggested by this
office. You have f'act.s about canning, so we believe you are in a fJo��li tion
to help us col.Lee t the Int'orma tion about spca.Lage of homo canned food � I
realize thut these questions IllC.i.y be u. nuisance but we hope t.hat you will be
willing to pass on yow:" Lnforma tion for the genera), good of the gr-oups of
people wllo do home canning.
Arizona Vl&'S reported by a representative of the Kel:'r Glass Company,
0,8 having had the sl'IlQ.llest percentage of spoiluge of home cunned food of any
state in the Southwes·t. N&.turti.lly, we are ull proud of' this record, bu..t we
at i'ucts to buck it up. Mt..y we have some from youl
IF YOU vULL CHECK YOUR MlSVlERS ON THIS SHEET, YOU M.H.! USE THE
DfCLOSED ElVELOPE ,UTHOUT POS·r�GE. TRhNKS IN aDVJ�CE P;OR YOUR OPINIONS.
Meat Hovi many quarts? __
ApproxiDlf4te amount of rood
wmed in 1939-40
.
.' Vege�blea How many qW;l.rts'? _
li'rui ts •• - How many quarts? _
J�ms Be Jellies ••• How many contuin�rs? _
Pickles ' •• How many contiiners'?_·__
Did you use the pressure cooker tor
CfJUling meu ts? • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •••••••Ye s N 0 _
Did you use the pressure cooker for
canning vege tab.Ies? •••••••••••••••••••Yes No _
Did you cen tom,.• toes by the open
kettle method, or prcasure cookert , , "� .Preasur-e Cooker Open Kettle _
How long did tou process your mao. t? •••••__....minu te s •
When you processed vege tables did you USe the time table·
found in your bulletins or providud t.o you by the
Home Demonstration Office" •••• " •••••••• " •••••• " •••••••••••••Yes No
_
Bec6.use the number of pounds of pr-easure is so ssss:
importb.nt, will you t;;ive us the number used for
me�ts end VUtictables, if you ChU. possibly r-ecs.LL it? I used _pounds
We recommended 12� pounds of preasurc for this valley ••••• pr-essure
O'l�.·.n:.. ,·�.·�.···.�.�.�.·,�o,��..�.���.�.�.!�"�.gi.i�
...•-,_�_-':::__���
�
melj,.'(i, =r ..Lt u-' '�:�"
- - � �,S·;:W8*__��S��:�:����
of vegGtc..b.Le s spoih;d?
of tomatoes spoiled?
of jLms & jellies s,poiled? _
of pickles spoiled?
of sauerkrL.ut spoiled?
Mc.l.y we huve these f..... c ts :;.., t your eurlief3 t convenience?
GR:R
Encl.
cel�
Gr�ce ny[�n,
Home DC;;I1lCmS tratiol1 agent.
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Memorandum to Homemakers' Club Presidents:
I have two items of information which I shall inclUde in this
one letter:
First, may I remind you to be sure to let me know of your
desire to have Miss Dawson show movies of the Countr,y Life Conference.
She asked me to tell you that she would be visiting Buckeye the evening
of December 2. She suggested, that if it Vias possiblo, you make tour
cboice of either afternoon or evening dates during the week of
December 2 to 7. In that way she could seve transportation to and
from Maricopa Count.1.
I asked if she would like to suggest dates other than December,
but she said that it woa[d be impossible for her to plan farther ahead
than that one month. She suggested that ench of you send me a" list
of the dates desired during the month of December and she would tr.y to
f1t in to the plan.
The second item has to do with the green sheets which are in
the Secretary's Books. Will you nsk your Secretar,y to send those green
sheets to me at the earliest possible date, provided you have not
"
nlrc:ldy handed them in. This is a new procedure, but is one that gives
us a record of your enrollment, community, and program. If you are
having trouble with the progrnm shoet, mny I suggest that you hold that
and merely let me have the enrollment at your early convenience.
We would like to call your nttention to the fact thnt the
Jelmetcr Company offers a special gift price on Jelmeters and Can�-Jelly
thermometers, each pricod at 50¢. So�e of your women may welcome this
chance to get an excellent thermometer for 50¢. The Home Demonstration
Agent cannot handle money, but if each club would place orders with the
President, she could send a money order to Jelmeter Inc., Vcncouver,
Washington, Attention: R. B. Ware.
Sincerely yours,
G!::: rr-
Home Demonstration Agent.
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK
IN
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS
STATE OF ARIZONA
IJNIYdSITY 0' ARIZONA
:OLUGI OF AGRICULTURB
AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE
HOME DEMONSTRATION WORK
COUNTY AGENT WORK.J. S. PEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
�ND MARICOPA COuNTY FARM ,BUREAU COOPERATING
November 6, 1940.
Memorandum Regarding, Rural Chorus Work:
.
Does it seem to you that it would be possible for, us
to have a county·.horus of women's voices? I feel sure that there
are sufficient women'sc�ttered around through our Homemakers'
Clubs whose interests or hobbies are music to muke it wo�thwhile
for us to ask Mr. Ballantyne to secure the services of P:rofessor Pease.
Will you talk this through with your women end let us have a frank
opinion within a few weeks.
Pima County is planning a women's chorus for the Country
Life Conference. Tucson mny be more of a music center than Phoenix,
but I feel confident thnt we should be Able to develop a remarkable
eOlmty chorus. Mrs. Spencer Wilson of Buckeye is definitel)" interest-
ed for the Buckeye group.
.
Cordiclly yours,
�,�
Home De�onstration Agent.
ANNUAL MEETING RURAL HOMEMAKERS'
COORDDIATING COMMITTEE
October 25, 1940.
Routine Business of
Count.y Committee
Report of County Chaiman
Home and Comt'1'Wli ty Depo.rtment
of Farm Bureo.u••••••••••••••••••••Mrs. C. R. McQueen,
COUllty Chnirmo.n
Home Domonstration
Announcemcnts •••••••••••••••••••••Miss Grace �Jan
Home Demonstration Agent
State F�ir Announcements••••••••••Mrs. J. W. Currie
Schedule for Country Life
Conference Movics •••••••••••••••••Miss Delphine Dawson
State Home Demonstration
Leader
Progress Report of
Farm Bureau•••••••••••••••••••••••Mr. Earl M&harg
Executive Secret�ry
Stute Farm Bureau
Planning � Rural
Youth Progra�••••••••••••••••••••• A. B. Ballantyne
Specinlist in Rural
Sociology
Report of Nominating Co��ittoe
Election of Officers
Luncheon
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COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK
IN
AGRICULTURE l�D HOME ECONOMICS
State of Arizona
University of Arizona
Colle�e of hgriculture 0
U • 8.. Departi!lcnt of Agricul ture
and Mr..ricopa County Farm Bureau
Cooperating
P.O. Box 751
Phoenix Agricultural Extension Service
Home Demonstration Work
County Agent Vvork
January 23, 1940
Memorandum rcgLrding Leaders' Training Meetings:
I feel sure tt�t you share our regret about Mrs. Oakley's
resignation from the field of 4-H club work. You wlll miss her
close supervision of your work. Miss Dawson,. State Home Demon­
stration Leader, has asked me to arrange with you fur a leaders'
training meeting to be held �! Miss Lorene Dryden, Clothing Specialist.
I believe you met Miss Dryden at a dinner meeting.
Miss Dryden will be in Maricopa County the week of February 12
and can meet you on Thursd�y evening, February 15 in my office,
at 1201 West Madison Street, Phoenfx, at 8 t)1 clock. She is pl.annfng
to present construction techntques in connectd.on with her revised
bulletin and will be glad to assist you in every way. Since she
desired to have this a work meeting, it seemed wisest to me not
to tr/ t.o have a dinner meeting as you have formerly had.
\li11 you please indic.n.to on the bottom of this letter
whether ':')r not you can be present at the meeting and return it
to me at your ver,y earliest c�nvenienco in order that I may
contact Miss Dryden. An envelope is enclosed for your convenience.
It requires no postage if YJU make the no tatd.on on tl".J.s letter.
It is our greut desire to see that Mrs. O�kley's work
d1es n�t decrease in value due to this chunge, so I shall be
very appreciative of your cooperation.
Very cordially yours,
��
Grace Ryan
Home Demonstro.tion Agent
GR:R
Enc!.
r !!.ill be able to at tend the rr,eeting , -------
Sif.ntJc�
I will not l)e able to attend the meeting �_-:-.-------
Sl[;TI0d
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK
IN
AGRICULTURE hND HOME ECONOMICS
State of Arizona
University of Arizona
College of Agriculture
U.S. Department of Agriculture
and Maricopa County Farm Bureau
Cooperating
P.o. Box 751
Phoenix
Agricultural Extension Service
Home Demonstration Work
County Agent Work
January 23, 1940
Memorandum regarding Home Demonstration Meetings:
Due to the resigna.tion of Mrs. Lora Oakley as Assistant
Home Demons tra.tion Agent, .it has become my 0bligation to assume
supervision of the 4-H club activity until such time as the
place is filled. This will mean that I shaLl, have less time to
devote to the Homemakers' Club work.
May I ask you as President or as co��cil officer, if
you feol that your club can carryon Vii th the meetings for which
Miss Dryden 1dll train your leaders without my personal assistance.
In as mrmy cases as I possibly can, I vdll be pr-esent, for at least
a part of your meeting, but it is probable tha.t I shal.L not be
able to g ive you very much time.
If convenient, I sha.ll greatly appreciate seeing you at
the first of Miss Dryden's training meethlgs, in order that we
ma.y discuss this matter. If you prefer, you may call me on the
phone or write me re.garding it.
I feel thAt there is a great challenge in keeping both the
Home Demonstration work and 4�H Club work alive in this county,
and I am relying on your interest in the matter to be a strong force
"
tor" success.
Ver,y sincerely yours,
�/r
Grace f\y&n
Home Demonstr�tion Agent
GR:l1
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK
IN
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS
STATE OF ARIZONA
PHOENJX
UNIVEUm OF ARIZONA
COLLEGE 0" AGRICULTURE
u. $. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
AND MARICOPA COUNTY FARM aUREAU CQC)PEiRATING
March 20, 1940
AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE
HOME DEMONSTRATION WORK
COUNTY AGENT WORK
Memorsndum to 4-H Leaders:
In the absence of Mrs. Lora E. Oakley, much of the
customar,y detailed superviSion of entries for the Fair and
of Fair formalities will be impossible. However, will you
please feel free to let me know if there is an.y service which I
can give. I am dividing flrl time between work vd.th adults and
4-H Clubs, and will be more than glad to "sandwich in" some
assistance for you if you need me.
Girls' Demonstration Teams
If you have teams preparing to enter the contest
at the Fair, kindly let us know at your earliest convenience:
1. The name of contestants
2. The kind of Club from which they are recruited
3. The name of the demonstration
Girlf' Judging Contest
We hope that many girls are planning to enter this
contest this year. The Tempe Fa�r Commission will meet on
March 28 to decide where these various contests will be held.
After that meeting w� will send'you a notice of the place
selected.
Dress Revues
Senior Dress Revue
If you plan to have an entrant in the SENIOR REVUE,
do not fail to notify this office at once. We are not familiar
with yo� plans, but are anxious to know how many girls will
be contestants.
Junior Dress Revue
We will tr.y to assist the leaders and girls to carry
forward this event as it bas been done in the past because we
believe it is a worthwhile experience for all club girls. If
you have questions and suggestions, please feel free to state them.
Ver,y sincerely yours,
�12r
Grace Ryan
Rnmp np-monstration Agent
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK
fN
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS
STATE OF ARIZONA
PHOENIX
UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA
COLLEGE OF AGRICULT",RB
U. •• DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURB
AND MARICOPA COUNTY FARM BURBAU COOPBRATIN� March 20, 1940
AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE
HOME DEMONSTRATION WORK
COUNTY AGENT WORK
Memorandum to 4� Health Club Leaders:
In the confusion resulting from the resignation
of Mrs. Lora Oakley, the usual arreJ'lgements for, health
examinations for Health Champions were completely Ploat
in the shuftle." In the interval, Dr. Crain, who normally
does our examinations, "as called out of town and will
not be back in time to give the tests. Dr. Dunshee,
who is trying to carry his own and Dr. Crain's work,
finds himself unable to take on the extra duty of our
contest.
This 1s the suggestion we have to offer--that
we will make arrangements at Dr. Crain's convenience
to give these examinations before school is over in the
spring in order that champions may be declared for the
trip to Tucson and announced at Achievement Days. In
that way the groups will not be so badly penalized and
will receive awards.
Health Exhibits
Exhibits in this department will go forward
as usual and will be judged as indicated in the premium
list.
Health Exercise Contest and Health Demonstrations
These contests appear on your premium list and
will be taken care of as indicated.
Sincerely yours,
��
Home Demonstration Agent
COOPERATIVE EXTF�SION WORK
IN
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS
State of Arizona
lliverslty of Arizona.
Dollege of Agriculture
D.S. Department of Agriculture and
laricopa. Cou:qty Farm Bureau Cooperating
P.O. Box 75i
Phoenix Agricultural Extension Service
Home Demonstration Work
County Agent Work
April ,13, 1940
Memorandum to 4-H Club Leaders�
On checking Mrs. Oakley's reports of last year
I note 4-11 Achievements were held with nineteen comnnmity
groups or schools during the month of May. Such a schedule,
as you will readily see; necessitates careful planning in
order to offset possible conflicts, hence I am asking that
you fill in the spaces indicated below such information as
will be helpful; as the dat.e you planned for your achieve­
ment program; the approximate number ruld year of Achievement
pins you will require, etc.
As I am new in the County I shall be happy
to have you indicate any way I may be able to assist you
i� completing your projects or achievement problems.
It will assist. me greatly if you will suggest
when and how best I may' have access, to your , records for
checking preliminary to achievement. Also, where clubs are
large'the problem of judging requires considerable time as
vlell as perhaps the services of judges, so might preferably
be done before the Achievement Day.
Please fill in the questionnaire and return
to this office at your earliest possible convenience in the
enclosed self-addressed envelope which requires no stamp.
4-H Achi.evement,
1. Date
------------------------
2. Place
_
's, trime------------------------
Do you wish ribbons awarded? _
How many Achlevement Pins?
lst_�__ 2nd.__ 3rd_� 4th 5th _
When records will be a.vailable
-------
(To be picked up at school _
Where ,
(To be sent fn------.-----------------
Most convenient date 'tor judging projects _
1. am looking forward to becoming better acquainted
with all 4-H workers.
Sincerely,
.
.
)�. �.)J._ t C.R., � ..�
(Mrs.) Isabell Pace,
Ass't. Home Dam. Agent
MEMORANDUM: Regarding Junior Dress Revue at
Annual 4-H Round-Up, Tucson, August 26.
Dear Trip-Winner:
We have n message for you from Mr. F�il Rovey, State Club Leader, as
follOivs:
"Junior girls in the first, second, third-yoar clothing club work, who
have made thci.r dresses during the past year of club ":ork, and who will be in
attendance at the 1940 4-H Club Round-Up, are: urged. to enter the Junior Dress
Review. The llome Demonstration Agents should pass judgment on all such dresses
before club members &rc permitted to bring them to the Club Round-Up for this
purpose."
You me.y have used your dress during the sunmer-, If it is still in good
condition, and can be washed or cleaned, we suggest t:1at you ask Mrs. Pace to
look it over before you plan to enter the Revue. We are very anxious to have
our Maricopa count.1 girls take part in this event. ·�ill you please contact
Urs. Pace, after iiugust l, and talk this over with her? Her telephone number
is 4-2133--Phoenh:, She will be glad to help you decide about modeling your
dress in tho Revue. If you wish to enter, we suggest that you save your dress
for the event. Entering a dress revue is good experience in developing poise,
even though there are n;) awards offered.
Don I t fail to notify r.�rs. Isabelle Pace , if you plan to enter. If you
wish to v�ite her, acdress her at P. O. Box 751, Phoenix, Arizona.
Cordially,
Grace R;y"an
Home Demonstration Agent
GR:MA
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK
IN
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS
STATE OF ARIZONA
PHOENIX
MIYlRSITY OF ARIZOMA
»LL£GI OF AGRiCUL.TURE:
, •• DIPAJn'MENT OF AGRICULTURE
ID MARICOPA COUNTY FARM BUREAU COOPERATING
AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE
HOME DEMONSTRATION WORK
COUNTY AGENT WORK
P.o. Box 751
Sept. 10, 1940
Doar 4-H Club Lct'.dor:
Grectines
season is with us again?
And may I rCllind you that the 4-H Club
It is tho Tush of the County Extcnaion Office to �cnder
evory pc ssfbl,o service in getting the work oz-gard aod , and off to a pod
start.
A c�rc�ully estinatcd supply of project bulletins have
been ordered from the Sb.te Office, and it is hoped that w'e can meet your
requtrenenta without dal.ay , If I can assiot you, please write in early
suggesting best dates, us the domand on our time is likely to be heavy during
the next. fow rrccks ,
Miss DrjTdcn, Clothing SpeCialist, can give us Saturday,
Scptcm�cr 21, to consider 4-H problems. This, I gr�t, is a VC17 early date.
However, it will have the advantage of gh"i.ng the County Cbthing Leaders en
opportunity to clear any existing questions as to pr�ccdure, technique,
pclicies, etc. before getting t�o far into the work. Then, too, I should
like to havo each leader foel she is a vital factor in this county-vnde
activity, so I urge you, if at all possible, to attend the Clothing Lenders!
meeting at 1:30 P. M., Saturday, September 21, in tho assembly room of the
C0unty Agricultural Office Building, 1201 W. Madison street, Phoenix. Let's
nll get acquainted.
Zour indication as to whether or not you vIill be able to
attend this meeting will De aI'�rociated greatly. A self-addressed envelope.
is enclosed for ycur convoni.ence ,
IP:MA
Very sincerely,
�L.ee?�
(Mrs) Isabell Pace
Ass't Home Demonstration Agent
I will be in attendance
I vdll not be able to attend
-------
Signcd: --___
4-H Clothing Leaders' Meeting - Sc�')terlber 21, 1940.
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK
IN
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS
STATE OF ARIZONA
PHO'ENIX
UNIVERSITY OF ARI�ONA
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE
U. S. DEPARTME:NT Of' AGRICULTURe:
October S, 1940
AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE
HOME DEMONSTRATION WORK
COUNTY AGENT WORK
AND MARICOPA COUNTY FARM BUREAU COOPERATING
Dear 4-H Club Leader:
On September 21, a most gratifying number of 4-H
Clothing Club leaders attended a leader's meeting and report
baving been abundantly repaid for the effort.
Miss Lorene Dryden, Clothing Specin1.ist, was
in charge.
A like opportunity is in store for you as a Meal
Planning or Baking Club leader.
Miss Jean M. Stewart, Specialist in Nutrition vall
be here to help solve your "Foods Club" problems, and answer
your questions.
Please come and let us all get acquainted with each
other and with our Club Program.
When? 1:30 P.M. Saturday, October 12, 1940.
Where? County Agricultural Office Assembly Room, 1201 W. Madison
St., Phoenix.
What to bring--- Your notebook and pencil
Your problems
Your 4-H Club Spirit
Please check the enclosed card to indicate whether or not
you will be able to attend and return at your earliest convenience.
The first year Baking Club outlines have not yet.reached
the office, but we shall expect them to arrive in time for the
cor�crence meeting. Your other needs can be supplied.
Best wishes for a banner year of 4-H Club Work.
Sincerely,
..J�?�
(Mrs.) Isabell Pace,
Assft. Home Demonstration Agent.
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK
IN
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS
STATE OF ARIZONA
PHOENIX
I1NlVIRSlty OF ARIZONA
COLLIGI 0' ACiRIC:U..TtlRE
U••• DIPARTMINT 0' AGRICQLTUru!:
AND MARICOPA C:OUN'tY FARM BURIAU C:OQPIRATING
AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE
HOME DEMONSTRATION WORK
COUNTY AGENT WORK
October 15, 1940
Dear 4-H Club Leader:
Enclosed you will find a self-addressed card.
lill you kindly fill in the information requested and return at
once. In case you have not definitely determined the day and
period for your regular meetings--please hold until decided.
I am anxious to meet with your group and shall
make every effort to bring you any subject matter or other type
ot assistance you may request.
Attention Clothing Club Leaders:
We have in the office an electric sewing machine
which may be used for demonstration purposes; a p�nking
machine you may borrow; and a limited amount of illustrative
material v:r..Lcl, rlay be used for teaching teclmiques.
Are you planning to participate in the 4-H Depart­
ment of the State Fair? A small supply of entry blanks are
being sent you b,y the Fair Commission at our request.
lours for a banner 4-H Club Year.
Yours very truly, �
flAL�
I
rta.e:»:
{Mrs.} Isabell Pace,
Assft, Home Demonstration Agent.
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK
IN
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONO}UCS
State of Arizona
P. O. Box 751
Phoenix
UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA
COLLIDE OF AGRICULTURE
U. S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE AND
MARICOPA COUNTY FARM BUREAU COOPERATING
AGRICULTURAL EXTZNSION SERVICE
HOME DEMONSTRATION VlORK
COUNTY AGENT WORK
October 29, 1940
Dear Club Leader:
An interesting &ld educational 4-H Radio
Broadcast will be given over Station KTAR on Saturday,
November 2.
Please tell all of your 4-H Club members
to listen in on this broadcast from 10:30 to 11:30. The
first 15 minutes of the program will be given by the
National Broadcasting Company from Chicago. The next 30
minutes will be given � Arizona 4-H Club members, of
which 10 minutes will be given over to Maricopa County,
and the last 15 minutes of the program will go back to
the National Broadcasting Company.
IP:N
,Yours ve�J Sincerely,
LM·��
(Mrs.) Isabel Pace,
Ass't. Home Demonstration Agent·
P.S. Instruct your club members to use the official yellow
entr,y blanks for all exhibits. I.P.
the Homemakers
':Mighl:y Good Job of Leading
Toward a "Richer Life"
give some
Mrs. Langmade's
out in the Balsz
the Langmades
than 20 years,
of the remarkable
Maricopa County
that Arizona
Langmade in-
led to the door ,
sitting well back
just beyond De­
Phoenix.
ahead because
agent,
was Mrs. Lang-
opening question.
Extension Serv­
because we have
mem-
however, indicates
energetic president
do with the growth
bership, influence
They do say that
has less to say than
else at club or com­
She sits almost si-
else has spoken,
a remark that cuts
of the subject and
path toward dl-
In nutrition are not easily
commented Mrs. Lang­
we have figures which
approximately 220 fam­
ilcceptea better practices in food
; 35 families increased
consumption; 221 reported serv­
balanced meals."
then there was this declara­
of aims in Mrs. Langmade's re�
would not be justifying our
!existence as members of the Rural
lti0memalkers Club movement in Arl­
we did not constantly stride
a more closely knitted- organl­
working for everything that
farm living."
how "enrich farm living?"
Langmade has some very posl­
..deas on that score. Many are
MRS, LANGMADE
being' put into practice through the
Homemakers Clubs.
Taking the Short End
"But the main thing is more in­
come for farm families," she says.
"Less selling at wholesale and buy­
ing at retail. Some real effort and
thought put into the marketing of
farm products. Some effective co­
operation. The way. it is now, the
middlemen give us what they like­
and we don't like it. They would
rather buy off trucks from Texas
than from Arizona producers."
Mrs. Langmade speaks straight 1
from the heart 'about chaotic market­
ing. As said before, she is a farm
manager. Her husband is a very busy
attorney; her children are away at
school most of the time; so she runs
the 31-acre farm on Delano avenue.
Cows, chickens, citrus-"and we don't
get cost of production out of any of
it. Is it because I'm a poor farmer, or
is something' else wrong?"
Yes, something else is wrong. But
if things are ever straightened out,
if farm life in Salt River Valley is
ever made richer, it will be because
0:( 'the vision and determination of
leaders like Mrs. Langmade.
Program Outlined
RURAL. :aomemakers Clubs arebusy lining up their activities for
t.he. ensuing year as a result of a pre­
Iirnirrary program meeting of the Co­
ordinating Council, held April 12.
The meeting was held in the office
of Grace Ryan, County Home Demon-
stration Agent.
.
Mrs. R. G. Langmade, county chair...
�an, presided at the meeting, with
VIrtually everyone of the 21 clubs
represented.
Various courses were discussed and
selected by the different clubs. The
subjects included "Clothing Projects"
"Home Management Projects" arid
"Nutrition Projects."
Miss Ryan took the tentative pro­
gram to Tucson, April 22, where she
I conferred with State Home 'Demon­
stration Agent Delphine Dawson.
Homemakers �
Adopt Rules
A constitution and bylaws were
adopted at the final meeting of the
season of the Rural Homemakers'
Co-ordinating Committee in the of­
fice of Grace Ryan, home demon­
stration agent, Monday.
Arrangements were made to send
a delegation from the various clubs
represent-rl by the committee to
the Country Life Conference to be
held in Tucson June � to 6,' and a
program of correlation of toe club
p_rograms with the work of the ag­
ricultural extension service was
discussed.
R' G. Langmade, Balsz district
presided. 'The clubs represented
were Agua Fria, Buckeye, Baxter,
Balsz, Chandler, Higley Washing-
l
ton, Phoenix Homest�ads and
Chandler Farm Security. I---0 Lt
April 13, 1940
a Homemakers'
Tbis is the question that is
put Home Demonstration Agent
, and to the Home and Community De­
partment of the Farm Bureau, over
and over again. For this reason we
have asked permission of the Editor
ts provide a series of paragraphs to
l¢t farm women know something
about this growing organization.
A Rural Hom��ers' Club is an
organization composed of f8lrm women
�tere!ste!d in ,the diYelopment of farm
farm 'Woman, regardless
l:/;¢' ,�ili�,tion, or location is eligiBle for
[ii,i<lll¢dllJle�;hi]�. There are no dues. The
prerequisite for membership is
int-erest in home and ccktmunity
Thb wo�n of Maricopa County
wish to know the history of this
in the County. In 1933, the
State Home Demonstration Agent
asked each Agent in the State to be
alert to the need of farm women for
an. organization which could supply a '
t!looial, educational and recreational
contact. During that year two groups
of women in Maricopa County ex-
pressed a desire to test out the pro­
posed program for a Homemakers'
Club. In Buckeye there were nine
chArter members; in Wintersberg thir­
teen. A group in Aguila (a small set­
tlement on the Blythe Highway) at­
tempted to hold meetings,"ut the oc-
cupational maintenance of the fami­
li�s was wi,thdrawn, with the result
that all but two or three moved away.
Such was the' humble beginning of
the Rural Homemakers' Club move­
ment in this county. Membership new
is representative of 12 communities,
meeting regulalt'ly in 10 groups. The
next issue of the Arizona Farmer- will
present a picture of activities, goals
and accomplishments.
such it
R�c:anle necessary fdr the 22 localities,
this work was given, to band
In;OgE�th��X' and, plan ac unty-wide pro­
whiclV could • presented in
each comm: nity in die same fashion
and with the same type of equipment.
Where the training of two local lead­
ers in each community had been pos­
sible in the early stages of club work,
it became an impossibility for the t
Home Demqnstration Agent to meet
all groups. Consequently there came
to be a series of "local leader training
schools" in which two or more repre-
I the rural and suburban communities.
vene in centers for training. During
the past year, the training of these
groups has been in the hands of spe­
cialists from the Agricultural Exten­
sion Service at Tucson.
Training centers have been main­
tained at Phoenix for clubs close to
the city; at Mesa for the east end of
the valley, and at Buckeye, Palo Verde
or Wintersburg for the club members
in the Buckeye Valley. We feel sure
that rural women who do not belong
to the clubs will be interested in
knowing how their neighbors go about
deciding what is best to present at
these meetings; Through the courtesy
of the editor, we will discuss later the
group of women who present the prob­
lems of the various communities when
they get together to plan things that
are vital for them and for their fami­
lies.
How Rural Homemakers
Pick Work Programs
By GRACE RYAN
IN the last Arizona Farmer, mentionwas made of the nature of Rural
Homemakers Clubs, of the type of per­
sons served and a bit of the history
of their organization. It appears time­
ly to mention that these busy club
members would not maintain an in­
terest in the work of their organiza­
tion unless they had develsped a defi­
nite program of activities. How then,
do the groups decide what shall be
their program? From what source
does it come? How inclusive is it?
These and several other questions arise
in the mind of one who is seeking to
know what is actually taking place in
the particular programs of many of
sentatives from each of 27 groups con-
During the earliest phase of the de­
velopment of the Rural Homemakers'
Clubs, the membership adopted a very
general type of program embracing
most of the major interests of the
home. Usually there were eight lessons
planned for a year, as a unit of work
which could be adapted to all counties
in the state. The local club then se­
lected the topic most interesting or
most timely with reference to its par­
ticular needs. In general there was a
wry neat balance between the nutri­
tional, clothing and home manage­
ment requirements for the average
home.
Having made a selection of topics
for the year, the club members volun­
teered to assume responsibility for a
series of demonstrations. Usually two
leaders worked on one demonstration
with the assistance of the local Home
Demonstration Agent. Always these
two had previpusly met with the agent
to work out the routine of demcnstra­
�on work, to select illustrative mate-
and pl� 'for its construction if
equipment was needed.
of service to
This is the second of a series of ar­
ticles dealing with the aims and
wherefores of Homemakers Clubs.
n .may be for the reader to
.L cuilcetve representatives of
clubs, aggregating a membership
of several hun��d women, can pos­
sibly throw dozens of requests for
work into the "program jack"'pot" and
have a unified county-wide program
came out! But it's actually done once
a year in the office of the County
Home Demonstration Agent.
Here's the answer. The Homemak·
ers Clubs and all co·operating related
a.cencles are governed by a body of
women designated � the Rural Home·
makeN CO·ordmating Committee.
Membership of this group consists of
the president and secretary of each
orguization taking part in the Ex·
tension program. From this group are
-erected 'a group of cou:nty officers-a
president,. vlce-presldent, and a secre­
tary. The past president and the Home
Demoutration Agent are ex"ofiicio
members.
.
Annu$lly the Co..ordinating Commit..
tee eenvenes in Phoenix. Each mem­
ber comes instructed by her club as
to its desires for projects. These are
listed by communities. When the final
I count of requests is tabulated it is
surprising to note the similarity of
interests. In this governing body, as
in most Rhases of community work,
the majority rulvs and communities
either a,dJust to the program or make
requests for specialized projects.
Out at the planning conference for
1940-41·car.ne a county·wide program
in r Clothing and one in Nutrition. In
the former field, the groups will con­
tinue their interests in uThe Well­
Dressed Woillan," while in the Nutri·
tioD phase, attention will be directed
to two types of work-UPlanning
Meals for special Occasions," and
-'Meal Planning Made Easy." These
major units will be taught to leaders
from :all communities by Miss Lorene
Dryden, Clothing Specialist, and Jean
Stewart, Extension NutrLtlonist.
.
Special requests for work will be
handled by the Ho:m;e Demonstration
Agent and Assistant Agent, as time
and field schedules permit. Active
work will begin in September.
(This is another in the series of
articles by Miss Ryan, outlining va­
rious phases of the aetlvlties of Home­
makers' Clubs).
Members Review Aims
And Acbievem�nts
By Grace Ryan
THROUGHOUT Maricopa county, theHomemakers Cmbs have completed
the formal programs for the year and
have declared a vacation until Sep­
tember. As we stop for a breathing
spell and r.eview the work,· we ap­
praise the gpals which they had set
up as adaptable to the needs and
id�ls for rural homes.
It proba,bly does not matter much
whether these homes are located in
the country. Objectives for a satis­
fying rural home are not necessarily
a matter of geography. In checking
progress of Homemakers Clubs in
various states, and comparing them
with ours in Arizona, one is impressed
by the simlilarity of aims which ap­
parently point toward increased satis­
faction.
In the main it would 'appear that
there is common agreement that rural
homemakers have in mind' the follow­
ing desires:
1. To create a "doing" club, not
merely a passive, listening one.
2. To lend personal effort in in­
teresting women in the community
who might not be otherwise occupied
with organizations.
3. To fo(!ijs the searchlight of new
facts on older practices in home-
making,
.
,
4. To secure 'maximum results in
household tasks, with a minimum of
labor, time and money.
5. To create .a happy, neighborly
and stimulating contact. with women
in rural areas.
6. To 'co-operate with all related
agencies devoted to constructive horne
and community growth, '
7. To "extend" good practices al­
ready learned. '
8. To encourage every woman to
take pprt in some phase of the club
program.
9. To enco1V:age opportunity for
b()ys and in the community,
eit.h.er the 4-lJ program or
rela
Homemakers
work in the
welcome to Mari­
who desire such
NUTRITION LECTURE
GIVEN AT lVIEETING
bF RELtE,F SOCIETY
At the �ef 'Society meeting
at the ch� "Puesday, Mrs. Jess I
Shumway gave a very interesting
lesson in '"NUtliltiou''' by cooking
and serving � lllUlcheon to mem­
bers of the SOe�ty. She was as­
asslsted by. the )lesdames Joe 01-
ie and Glenn Radgers. Follow­
Ing the luncheon, Mrs. Jess Shum- "
W8.f �v� a talk on nutrition. I
- I
IS: AmED: There are 2,100 canl of Salt Biver valley grapefruit juice in the
are "rt of a erew of volunteer, unpaid workers of Phoenix First .ward, Latter
The ward is canning 9,000 can 8 of Juice, which it wlll exchange through the
relief program In Salt Lake City for canned edibles from other sections
entire project is co-operative and is part of the church's plan for Mormons to take
'E.he eJij!hange is carefully worked out so ·that a church truck will leave Salt Lake
and on its return trip will not go empty, but wlll carry products which
�p.tdbll1te·;':""(BElpubllc Staff Photo).
��e
-but not
So now's the to plan your jelly-
and jam-making in order to take ad­
vantage of "the woefully short season.
Be� the fruit is relatively new
to most � us, there are few authentic
recipes available. The Maricopa Coun­
ty Home Demonstration office offers
some basic proportIons which may be
of value to Homemakers interested
in the matter.
The following recipes are suggested
in order to take the guesswork out
of t� task .
.Jl'OJSEN.8EBBY JELLY
M� fruit. Measure accurately. To
every 2 cups of berries add * cup
of water. Let the mixture cook for
20 minutes, This extracts pectin.
Strain. jUlice and measure a second
time. For every cup of juice allow %.
cup Qt sugar. dook until the mixture
sheets in a double-drop from the
spoon,
• BOYSENBERRY J,DJ
Two � of jam were produced
by te't. In the one instance, a light
weisllJt .01' "spreading" jam was de­
velo� In another test, a stiffer
jam could be produced, with a dis­
tinctive jelly base. The type was de­
termined by the amount of water
which W8$ used in the preliminary
cooking .
.LIGUT WEIGHT JAM
To 4 cups of berries add 2 cups of
water. Mash the fruit. Cook for 10
to 12 n'linutes. Remove from stove,
re..measure and for every cup of the
tfl,lit mixture, add * cup of sugar.
COOk until the fruit sheets from the
spoqn.
IIJPAVY JAM
1'0 4 cups of mashed boysenberries,
add 1 cup 6f water. Mash the berries.
Gook the mixture 10 minutes. Re­
xn,ve from the stove, measure, and
for e�clJ, cup of the mixture allow %.
eUI? of sugar. Cook rapidly until the
product sheets from the spoon.
It is observed that the small
amounts of sugar required for these
recipes materially reduces the cost of
moking either the jelly or jams.
In Mrs. Canterbury's right hand a
grapefruit cake as it comes from the
oven. In her left, another cake all
dolled up in cellophane for the holi­
day trade.
FRUIT cake in grapefruit! Entirelyof Arizona ingredients, or almost.
Dates, pecans, citrus peel, and a lot
of other delicious things that are the
secret of M;s. Elsie Canterbury, in­
ve!ltor of this newest dainty to excite
epicures.
It is also her secret how these In­
gredients are blended and then baked
in the skin of a grapefruit so that the
skin remains soft and sugary and
luscious. For anyone else a baked
grapefruit rind becomes leathery as
soon as it has a chance to dry, but
not for Mrs.�anterbury. Only an or­
dinary knife is needed to cut one of
her cakes.
Mrs. Canterbury, who lives at 3986
North Ninth street in a Phoenix
suburb, began last fall to suspect that
her Arizona Grapefruit Fru1t Cake
might have commercial possibilities.
She wrapped a few in cellophane and
gay ribbons, called on several grocers.
As a result, and without any advertis­
ing, her holiday sales totaled right
close to 150 cakes. Retail price was
$1, not high when it is understood
that a big grapefruit rind stuffed with
cake weighs better than a pound.
Then too, the cellophane and ribbons
and ball of goodness inside make a
mighty pretty Christmas package that
is easily mailed.
Although it was past the fruit cake
season, another flock of orders came
when Mrs. Canterbury took first prfze
op. fruit cake at the Arizona Citrus
Show in Mesa. Most of these were
from winter visitors.
Miss Grace Ryan, county home
demonstration agent, is enthusiastic
over grapefruit fruit cake as cake,
as a possible way for Arizona farm
wives to earn extra money, and as a
new means of marketing the products
of Arizona orchards. Everything Mrs.
Canterbury uses is grown within a
few miles of her home, except the
raisins. They could be produced here,
of course, but just aren't.
If the Maricopa County Homemak­
ers Clubs carry out their plan. of
opening a shop in Phoenix next WIn­
ter to sell their pastries, pres�rv�s,
jellies, candies and other SpeCIalties
right out of their own kitchens, Can­
terbury fruit cake will be featured.
LlTCllFJELD PARK HOMEMAKERS
,_HONOR MRS. LITCHFIELD
A POT-LUCK luncheon, the pres-ence of Mrs. Paul Litchfield, and
a bang-up demonstration all com­
bined to make the March 29 meeting
of the Litchfield Park Farm Bureau
Home and Community something to
talk about.
The meeting was held at the
home of Mrs. Floyd Crandall. A
demonstration of line and design in
clothing was conducted by County
Home Demonstration Agent Grace
Ryan. Fourteen members attended
the gathering.
t"
CLOTHrnNG SPEC�T RETURNS
Miss Lorene Dryden, Extension
clothing specialist, returns to M�copa
County for her third contact with 50
leaders who are interested in learn­
ing more about the prlnciples of that
interesting project, "The Well-Dressed
Woman."
Miss Dryden will discuss "Fitting
the Garment to the Figure" when she
meets the leaders on: the following
schedules:
April 15, 10 a. m., Farm Security
Community House, Chandler; April
16, 10 a. m., Office of Home Demon­
stration Agent, 1201 West Madison St.,
Phoenix; April 18, 10 a. m., Mezona
Hall, Mesa; April 19, 10 a. m., Second
Ward Chapel, Phoenix:
A meeting scheduled for April 17,
at a place to be announced later, is
to be a joint meeting of all club mem­
bers from Buckeye, Palo Verde and
I' Wintersburg, All other meetings are
for leaders only, who will in turn
carry the demonstration to their com­
I! munity groups.
-
CLOTHING OOLOR SCHEMES
NEXT KYBENE DEMONSTRATION
COLOR in clothing, as it applies
to
personal or individual types, will
occupy the attention of Kyrene Home
and Community members on May 10.
The date was set following a
demonstration March 29, in line and
design for clothing, with Mrs. Gladys
Sanders demonstration leader for the
day. Mrs. Isabell Pace represented
the Home Demonstration Office.
Fourteen ladies attended.
CLOTlDNG EXPERT SHOWS BOW
LEADERSInP groups of
Maricopa
County Homemakers now have the
lowdown on many perplexing cloth-
ing problems.
Five leadership groups of the coun­
ty just completed demonstrations,
under direction of Miss Lorene Dr�- I
den, who gave the third and
last In
her current series of talks on cloth-
ing.
"Fitting the garment to the figure"
was the theme of the demonstration
and the homemakers received good,
practical help in this phase of
dress
making.
=u
AGUA FRIA HOMEMAKERS
GET COLOR DATA
AGUA Fria Homemakers went infor color in a big way March 26
when they met in their new com­
munity house. Mrs. Maxine Hudson.
and Mrs. Bert Amator conducted the
color demonstrations, with Mrs. Isa­
bell Pace representing the County I
Demonstration Office.
Mrs. J. R. Page and Mrs. Wm.
McElhannon will be the leaders at­
tending the next demonstration
meeting.
r AWAIT NURSERY SCHOOL
Women at the migratory camp in
Coldwater are eagerly awaiting nur­
sery school for 9 pre-school children,
according to Miss Grace Ryan, County
Home Demonstration Agent, following
a recent class in decorative sHtching
for children's'clothing held at the
camp.
The agent also reported finding the
women busy making curtains for
the
ec:reAtion building and ch�cking v�fi
attractive outfits for ChIldren. b
hese little garments were made
Y
the missionary circle at the
camp·
r� gI the Maricopa County delegation, just before taking the train at
,,,g�. �d1ng, left to right: Mrs. VerdeU McQueen, Washington district;"'II wboll Pace, aSlistant county home demonstration agent; Mrs. J. R.
PI", h-gua Fria; Mrs. A. L. Ketchum, Creighton; Mrs. H. C. Arnold, Tolleson;
l.\Dt.: �. JJ. Smith, xter; Mrs. E. D. Ryder, Roosevelt; Mrs. Lillian Williams,
� SJppe; Mr u.ry L. Hamilton, Madison; Miss Grace Ryan, county
Jio� demolll$tration iJent; Mrs. Anna Moore Wdd, supervisor of-county nur-
1fP., �hqols; Mrs. E. I. Middleton, county instructor in parent education.
S.W: l\Jrs. Charle:s stUrgeon, Winte.rsburg.
Ff!tUEY argued everything. And if
'J.. heretics remark th�t they settled
what of it? They certainly
a mighty fine time, those 110
and ranch women who were
at the Univ�r�3ity of Arizona
State's Country Life Confer-
JUl!le 3-6. Even 1f they agreed
no soJutiQ��, a lot of questions
tnorqugbl:y aired and every WOJ:D..
who BUCCeoo.,cJ in unloading a few
her opinions felt the better for it.
There were discussions and forums
without end. There were dinners and
§hOWI and te�s and parties. Just fun
and talk and then some more talk.
Most of the 110 slept in the dorml­
torle�, ate at the U. dining hall, thor­
oughly enjoyed their holiday away
from the demands of home and hus­
ban l and children.
AlnOllg th� subjects threshed over,
with the help of University faculty
members, and Extension Service spe­
Cialists, were the AAA, WPA, migrant
la.borers, migrant camps, farm loans,
getting children interested in worth­
:while things, Indians, Mexicans, taxes,
f�rIlJ) families renting their land and
mOving tQ town, teachers, taxes, and
fluor�ne water.
An exhibit of handicraft attracted
all kinds of attention. All the counties
were but it was only nat-
ufBl with its large
Home!UlsLke:rs Clubs,
largest .display. This
I"J'Pl\�d��'eill))1)E�r work, wood work,
knitting,
hats, furni­
shirts, rugs
but­
Im­
com-
Higley got a special mention, prize
or something of the sort for having a
higher percentage of members at
Tucson than any other rural club.
The Higley delegation included Mrs.
Bryan Tatum, Mrs. Oscar Helmhorst,
Mrs. F. A. Sanborn and Mrs. Stella
Tatum.
who have Men In­
represent Phoenix and the
are Mesdames Charles M.
po( W. Smith and Lillian
Mrs. Martin was se...
according to the extension
staff, "because of her in­
into and study of co-opera­
marketing in Denmark and
incidental to a trip abroad
in the past two years"; Mrs. Smith,
because she is "active In social
1iE==:::::iI:::::!C::i:c:::::::===::i;;;;;;;:;;;;;;:j:;==;;;:;;;:==-l'wc)rk and youth situations, a form­
, closely associated with
home de:monstration movement
11), Montana'·; and Mrs. Williams as
a, "homemaker with good slant on
rural situations," a former worker
in affiliated government lines and
an "excellent community worker."
Country women who will repre­
sent ¥aricopa county are Mes­
R. G. Langmade, Hollis Gray
and D. Verden McQueen. Mrs.
Langmade is chairmlUl of the coun­
ty co-ordinating committee; Mrs.
Gray is state chairman of the home
community department ·of the
:Farm Bureau; and Mrs. McQueen
is county chairman of the home and
community department.
I Women attending the conference
�om
this county will include:
From Agua Fria, Mrs. J. R.
age; Baxter, Mrs. B. B. Smith;
alsz district, Mrs. Langmade;
J3uckeye, Mesdames H. M. Nelson
�nd Floyd Haven; Chandler, Mes-
dames Albert Wolf and Clyde Har­
vey; and Creighton district, Mrs.
L. Ketchum. .
Mesdames Stella Tatum,
Oscar Helmhout, F.
Sanborn and W. A. Wilkes;
Madlsonidtstrlct, Mary E. Hamil­
ton; Phoenix stake, Latter Day
Saints Church, Mesdames Joe But­
ler and Lucy Phelps; and, Maricopa
stake, Latter Day Saints Church,
Mesa, Mesdames M. S. Emmett
and Beatrice Hathcock.
Roosevelt district, Mrs. E. D. Ry­
der; Tolleson, Mrs. H. A. Arnold;
Washington district, Mesdames Mc-
Martin and Williams; Win­
Ite:rsb,urig, Mrs. Charles Sturgeon;
Mrs. J. M. Tenney;
Tempe, Mrs. Theone Hauge,
Phoenix and vicinity. Mrs. P. W.
Smith' Miss Jane Rider, state
of the National Youth
.�:��;e�::������n,; Nelle Dunn, statewelfare projects for
E�;��i:������;,ro�a�!nd service division of[; Administration; An-
assistant supervisor of
school projects for the
and Mrs. E. J. Middleton,
'Iteacller of parent education for the
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RIZONA RURAL WOMEN WILL QONFER JUNE 3-6 AT UNIVE�ITY
,Maricopa Women T,Q Attend
Country Life Conclave In Capital
A large number of farm and incomes from agriculture and how
ranch women from Maricopa, coun- farmers live on the incomes pro­
ty, as well as from the rest of the vided. Then the Women will take
state, will attend a 'country: life up the discussion.
conference of,. Arizona women So' that the discussion group willscheduled for tom�r�o,,: throug!'t not be too unwieldy, 15 countryThursday at the UmverslW o.f An- and 15 city. women have been, in­zona. �he h?memakers WIn .llve on .vited to lead the discussion. Thethe ulllverslt!" ca:r�1p?s, durmg th� r�mainder of the women will listen,c?nclave, WhICh wIll, be un.der aus- but may contribute at any time.pices �f the �chool s agricultural ,Maricopa county will provideextension service,
'.' '. three, city women and three coun-
A �eatu�e of th� conferenc:e will try women' as .leaders.be �IScussion on The. Relation of City women who have been in­
AgrlC�Itural Programs to '�he vited to represent Phoenix and the
AmerlC.an Home.". Back��Tou��dn- vicinity ate Mesdames Charles M.
formatI,on on this . tOPIC WIlL .'be Martin, P. W. Smith and Lillian
presented ,by three members of, the Williams. Mrs. Martin was se­
university staff-c-Dr, E. p. Tetreau, Iected, according to the extensionprofessor .of rural s?clOlogy; ,Dr. service staff, "because of her in­
George W: Barr, agricultural eco- sight into and study of co-opera­
noml�t; and Dr. Paul S";Burgess, tive marketing in Denmark anddean of th,e college of agriculture. Sweden incidental to a trip abroad
Tpey WIll 'prese�t the picture of in the past two years"; Mrs. Smith,agricultural practIces m the state,' because she is "active in social
work and youth situations, arorm-e='
er teacher, closely
the home demonstration movementl
in Montana"; and Mrs. Williams
a "homemaker with good slant
rural situations," a former
'in affillated government lines and
an "excellent community worker."
Country women who will repre­
sent Maricopa county are Mes­
dames R. G. Langmade, Hollis Gray
and D. VerdeIl McQueen. Mrs.
Langmade is chairman of the coun­
ty co-ordinating committee; MFS.
Gray is state chairman of the home
and community department of the
Farm Bureau; and Mrs. McQueen
is county chairman ot, the home and
community department,
Women attending the conference
from this county will include:
From. Agua Fria, Mrs. J. R.
Page; Baxter, Mrs. B. B. Smith;
Balsz district, Mrs. Langmade;
Buckeye; Mesdames H. M. Nelson
and Floyd Havent Chandler, Mes­
dames Albert Wolf and Clyde Har­
vey; and Creighton district, Mrs.
A. L. Ketchum.
Higley, Mesdames Stella, Tatum,
Bryan Tatum, Oscar Helmhout, F.
A. Sanborn and W. A. Wilkes;
Madison district, Mary E. Hamil­
ton; Phoenix stake, Latter Day
Saints Church, Mesdames Joe But­
ler and Lucy Phelps; and Maricopa
stake, Latter Day Saints Church,
Mesa, Mesdames M., S. Emmett
and Beatrice Hathcock.
Roosevelt district, Mrs. E. D. Ry­
der; Tolleson, Mrs. H. A: Arnold;
Washington district, Mesdames Me­
Queen, Martin and Williams; Win-
ersburg, Mrs. Charles Sturgeon;
IRittenhouse, Mrs. J. M. Tenney;
and Tempe, Mrs. Theone Hauge.
Phoenix and vicinity, Mrs. P. W.
's"mi.tJJ," J�Lr.l'\5l .Ja.TJe )�.�r,
upervisor 'of the National Youth
�dministration; Nelle Dunn, state
supervisor of welfare projects for
professional and service' division of
Projects Administration; An­
,
assistant supervisor of
school projects for the
and Mrs. E. J. Middleton,
of parent education for the
•
eservatlons
lose Today
orConclave
and ranch women through­
state are preparing to "go
e" for four days of recre­
usic and serious discussion
social and economic prob­
rural living. The occasion
a country-life conference of
women June 3 to 6 on the
of Arizona campus.
�"o£,r,,:�t.iClns must be turned in
than today, to the office
Ryan, Maricopa county
agent, for the
conclave, which is being
under auspiees of the uni­
Agrlcul tural Extension
Ii'''�n .. tainment and recreational
for rural communities
be presented, and the visitors
be informed about the univer­
through tours and pictures.
charge of $4� will be made for
nights lodging 'in Yuma and'
Halls, girls dormitories,
meals at the university
Each visitor must pro-
her own transportation to and
Tucson, and each has' been
to bring bedding, towels,
suits, comfortable shoes
or wash dresses. .
has emphasized that
conference will not be a
Country Women �Ieet
At Tucson in June
FARM and ranch women of Arizonawill leave their husbands, children
and household duties at home next
June, and spend three days at the
.Universlty of Arizona. There they will
talk about what is wrong with the
world in general and Arizona in par­
ticular, discuss what they can do as
women and as citizens to improve
things.
The dates set are June 3-6, accord­
Ing to Miss Delphine Dawson, state
home demonstration leader. She ex­
pects women from all 14 counties.
They will live in the University dor­
mitories, eat in the "commons," and
enjoy a round of amusements in, ad­
dition to their' own sessions. One day
there is to be a discussion between
city and country women.
This wall be the first meeting of
the kind in Arizona, but the idea has
been tried out elsewhere with great
success. It's for all country women,
not for any organization.
meeting will begin with reg-
4 to 6 p. m. June 3
Hall on the campus,
close after breakfast
•
will
6.
parking 'lot and stickers for
will be provided when the 'vis­
arrive at the university the
I.ern()on of Monday, June 3. 'Miss
Dryden and Miss Evalyn
will have charge of, regi­
assisted by eight Pima
homemakers.
the county exhibit has
arranged. in "the recreational
dinner" will be served from 6
p, m. at the .Commons and
will be presented from
9 :30 p. m. in Aggie Audi­
with Delphine Dawson as
. This will include group
arraj7gea fW A. E. H8118n�
and a movie presented by
Rovey of the visual educa­
depa:rtnlent.
from 7 to 7-:30 o'clock
begin Tuesday's activities.
an hour set aside for visiting
the homemakers will
nr,np"r�n'l1 arranged by Miss
in the auditorium,
a speech of welcome By
Atkinson, university presi­
and introduction' by Miss
of county home demonstra­
agents and counts representa­
tives .. Representatives from each
county then will give' reports and
show their exhibits.
,
'Luncheon' and a rest hour will
precede the Tuesday, afternoon
program; for which Mr. Ballantyne
is chairman. Charles Z. Lesher,
university registrar, will describe
the. campus and explanations of
their work will be given by Wil­
liam H. Carlson, librarian, and Dr.
Emil W. Haury, director. of Arizona
State Museum. . A visit to the li­
brary and museum will follow.
A tea for deans and their wives
iri Maricopa HaU; under- chairman­
ship of Miss Evalyn Bentley assist­
ed by homemakers, will precede a
swim in the women's gymnasrum
pool, and dinner. The patio or
lawn will be the scene of Tuesday
evening's program, arranged by
Mr. and Mrs. George Closson with
Isabell Pace as chairman.
The Wednesday' morning pro­
gram, supervised by Miss Mariel
Hopkins, will feature talks by Drs.
Paul S. Burgess, E. D. Tetreau and
George W. Barr, foll?wed by gro�p
discussion which MISS Ryan will
lead. ' "
Discussion will be continued dur­
ing' the after-luncheon program
Wednesday, and a tea" swim and
outdoor, banquet will be social
high lights C!f the, afternoon..
, Flossie WIlls Barmes IS chalrman
()f the banquet, which will take
place on the lawn iI} front .�f ?is­
toric Old Main huildlng. Prlnclpal
speaker uf the evenin� will. b.e
Charles U. Pickrell. MUSIC by vari­
ous county groups also will enter-
taln. .
'
.
The closing breakfast WIll be
served from 7 to 7:30 a. m. Thu�s­
day, June 6, at the Commons, WIth
Miss Evalyn Bentley as chairman.
"Home Again" will be presented
Miss Lorene Dryden with the, as­
sistance of Pima County home­
makers.'
...
 
fW�lDIlo:,��,..ts;.Homemakers
In
Food Prices
otber countries in the
\1.lIB<L","'e:. eenrerenee, On the way East,
V,islted, among other
grea.t Ford plant at
Rouge. Dear Detroit.
American delegation were
bQ� .�,,·r: IreJ;.��·��g.ues11;s of the. English government,
all of the government
and were privileged to
session of the House of
'WIDID:en LC!oDlmomil, & privilege which is I
�xtended to the King and
Britian. Iwere astounded to find the I
prices on many types of foOds, Ias fresh tomatoes and freshp��bles, she said, and were also
to have ob erved but two
stations in a 150 mile trip I
London-oi1:4 of those two
a. private one. Another
amazing sight was the myriads of
bicycles, traffic jams being form-L- ....;_..:..,._....;_ _-"- _, ed by the great number of cycles
being used, and busses on which
they were traveling stopping fre­
quently to permit long streams of
bikes to pass.
She told also of the great size of
the World Farm Women's Confer­
ence, saying that it is the largest
woman's organization in the
world, and telling also of the great
group having received an invita­
tion from Germany and Norway to
have the next Conference--two
years hence, in those countries.
The Conference is held only once
every three years. The one held
last year was the fourth. herd thus
far, she said.
Other special guests at tIl:e' meet­
ing of the Homemakers Q1f. Chand­
ler were Mrs. H. A. Walker,. MJ's..
T. D. Hebert, Mrs. Oscar' Helm­
hout and Mnr. Lamarr Heim'liout,.
all of Higley. RefreshmeDts were
served to the group by the a.:n:a.mI'J.-1
ler Farms Homemakers grouig.,
November .23, 1940 ARIZONA
FARMER
The Rural Homemakers Cottage was one of the most popular features.
Mrs. J. W. Currie was superintendent of this division.
Woman's E e View of the Fair
Rugs-Hooked rugs, woven and
I' braided rugs, crocheted rugs; rugs
made of wool, of cotton, of rags; and
those incredible rugs of yarn pains­
takingly unraveled from gunny sacks,
dyed in soft color-blends and hooked
Mrs. Art Ketchum of Phoenix en­
tered a hat and bag ensemble made
of corn" husks. You know-the things
they wrap around tamales. But you
have my word for it, there is nothing
about that hat and bag to indicate
that they are first cousins to a tamale.
As Schiaparelll would have exclaimed
if she had seen 'em-how chic!
into origi:lIlal patterns by Mrs. D. T.
Hebert of Higley.
I! Chandterites Rej�ce
Luncheon Gets Wolfed
At Wolf's On Big Day
THE sheer jay of being able to pointto work well done is a big factor
in the lives of the Chandler Home­
makers Club.
The Chandler women celebrated
Achievement Day on May 13 with a
covered dish luncheon at the home of
Mrs. A. J. Wolf. The event was an
outstanding success.
The ladies presented their handi....
work and it was dandy work. Knit­
ting, bed spreads, art, fancy work,
copper work and many crocheted
articles were on display.
Mrs. Charles McCoy demonstrated
a new cheese dish. Mrs. Guy Whitten,
secretary, gave her annual report.
Miss Grace Ryan, 'County Home Dem­
onstratton agent, gave a dress fitting
demonstration, using a garment made
by Mrs. B. O. Gholson.
Those attending the Chandler event
inQluded Mesdames B. O. Gholson,
president; D.Roblnson, P. C. Morgen­
sen, Tom C. Davis, Charles McCoy,
A. J. Wolf, Jr., Robert Johns, A. J.
Wolf, Sr., Homer Shrewsbury, W. W.
PDwell, Benjamin Guptill, C. N.
qver1ey, V. T. Edwards, Guy Whitten,
Roy Dill, Otto Fowler, K. M. Gilbert,
Eddie Siler, G. B. Appleby, O. D.
Dwyer, Rober Scudder, Isabell Pace,
and the Misses Ernestine Powell and
Grace Ryan.
HOLD TRI-OOUNTY PICNIC
The Home and Community Depart­
ment of the Arizona Farm Bureau
Federation under the direction of
Mrs. Hollis B. Gray. chairman, and
assisted by Mrs. H. D. Kochsmeier,
secretary, held a tri-county picnic at
Casa Grande Valley Farms May 1,
1940.
The plcnie was attended by over 120
farm women from the three counties
and all had an enjoyable time.
The entertainment consisted of a
program, stunts and a potluck lunch.
The three counties participating were
Pima, Pinal and Maricopa. Mesdames
W. H. Birdsall, M. A. Anderson and
C. R. McQueen were chairmen of
each of these counties respectively
and also in charge of their county's
program and stunts.
The success of this initial affair
forecasts the holding of other trl­
county farm women picnics at a later
date.
-.
cOJ:n.1nittees. These committees
are
sultrvised by the student superin­
tendent, and his assistant; the ree- .
ords are kept by a student secre-
tary.
ARIZONA'S "all-around" 4-H Clubgirl, Thelma Olsen, 18, of Tempe,
Maricopa county, is named by Emil
M. Bovey, boys' and girls' club spe­
cialist, to receive an all-expense trip
to the 19th National {-H Club Con­
gress in Chicago Nov. 29-Dec. 7. • • *
She has a superior eight year rec­
ord i(1 homemaking projects, which
comprise canning 977 quarts of fruits
and vegetables, baking 224 recipes,
sewing 11 garments and preparing
29 dishes. She also assisted in put­
ting up 1000 cans of grapefruit for
local dealer and rural school, and
baked and sold._ products to college
students. The girl won $29.75 in
prize money, which raised her 4-H
income to $333.27. • * • A champion
for each of the four extension sec­
tions and for two at large will be
announced at the Chicago conclave,
where they will be awarded $200
scholarships given by Montgomery
Ward, donor also of trips for state
winners. * • * The contest, held for
the 18th year, is conducted in co­
ope ation with the extension service
to broaden the interest and knowl­
edge af 4-H girls in home arts.
"air. Every year, since the first edi­
tion back in 1926, this fair has grown
�ger and bigger, until it is the Iarg­
eat junior agricultural exposition in
the whole U. S. This year's show, held
April 5-6 on the grounds of Arizona
State Teachers College at Tempe,
sur�sed Its predecessors in
l""-'lIoloPJUec of exhibitors and exhibits as
as in quality.
18 departments there were 1,869
This compares with 35 ex­
�ts 14 years ago. How's that for
F°wth?
EnthUSiasm has grown along with
It can truthfully be said that
and girls had more fun and
than at any of the other
that matter, so did the
Il01IBBlilds of grown-ups who came to
livestock, poultry, flowers,
Itl'1tge!tatlles and home economics dis-
Ever
the little girl w1lo became so excited
when her heifer got a blue ribbon
that she threw Iter arms around the
heifer's neck and ltissed nero
The agricultu tudents of the col-
lege, most of whom are also members
of its 4-H leadership club, handled all
the arrangements ¥ usuah Managing
the fair is part of their education.
This time they did:an extra fine job.
Not that anything was wrong with
their work last year or the year be­
fore that; they're just improving.
One slight change was all for the
Alpheus Fram,. Kyrene, and his grand
champion steer in the beef cattle divi­
sion. This animal brought 12 cents
a pound at the auction which fol­
lowed the judging.
better. Instead of having the poultry
and livestock over by the arts build­
ing, everything was concentrated on
the main campus. This gave spectators
a much better chance to see every­
thing.
It was on the main campus, also,
that the big farmers' picnic was held
the second day. That event used to
be called the Farm Bureau picnic,
but now it's "farmers' courtesy day."
This is just a polite way of emphasiz­
ing that all farm folks are invited.
And they certainly accepted the in­
vitation.
Beef, Pork, Mutton
Meat animals were much more to
the fore than ever before, and a live­
stock auction culminated the judging.
Guess Thelma Olsen of Tempe
walked away with 4-H honors in can­
ning and baking, her skill in those
arts being the why she gets to go to
the Livestock Show.
Thelma Olsen of the Tempe Rural
district scarcely could find room on
her blouse for all her ribbons. She
took three blues, three reds and one
white. They were mostly for canning
and baking.
Page Three
Healthy, Husky, Handsome, Happy
on this page are some
fine, healthy, happy 4-H
girls who "rang the bell"
annual Round-Up at Tuc-
the
Cochise, rural electrification
, Thelma Olsen, Maricopa, best
record; Marilyn McElhaney,
food preparation; Mike Mar­
Yuma, agricultural project;
Apodeca, Pima, canning; Har­
Johnson, Maricopa, agricultural
Charlotte Patterson, Cochise,
winner in the dress revue
boys and girls will represent
at the 4-H Congress in Chi­
December.
picture showing the tiny
the table, are Freda Welch
Nix, Maricopa, junior
in Home Economics.
there are Ken Jarvis and Joe
Mesa, shown demonstrating
although the cow
absent from the pic­
Joe. will attend the
Show at Harrisburg,
as a prize for being
the champion team in agriculture,
senior division.
The two young ladies in uniform
demonstrating mllk beverages are'
Mary Jones and Ruth Crumbaker,
And to complete our little line-up
of pictures, we have the junior cham­
pion team in agriculture-shown dur­
ing their poultry demonstration-Jar­
rett Jarvis and Clare Huber, Mari­
copa.
'l\ncr�phon.e
-
a�aches Inspiring Event \
Th:e fellows'"like Emil Rovey and \ But nothing perturbed tile 4-H
YES, snu ONE OF THOSE
lyde Rowe who did the Public
Ad- l youngsters; they enjoyed every min-
I 4 H'S STANDS FOR ''HEAD''
ress System. mi�rophoni�g _at __ the ute of it, including the microphone �
-H banquet, found their work com- troubles. They also enjoyed the fact MEMBERSHIP in 4-H clubs stlmu-
Iicated.. This was' due to the fact that nary a speaker at the speakers'
latest ambition for higher edu-
hat people walking across the cam- table was allowed to give a speech.
cation in the agriculture and home-
us invariably tripped' "over ,,_·-the It was a fine sight to see all those I
economics fields. This trend is in­
'h"le" cable, dis�onnecti�g
same. happy, healthy farm boys and girls creasing, the Federal Extension Serv-
1tryil or Clyde, minus microphone, enjoying themselves out there under i
ice maintains, on the basis of a sur­
"loPld thereupon clear their throats, the stars o� a calm desert night. It vey
of the students in the agrlcul-
aise their voices to a yell, and be- made you want to stay close to thes� I
tural colleges of the Central States.
(iIi to tell about the next item on the youngsters because it sort of gave
A first survey of this type in 1927-28
Irogram. Just about the time they'd, you the feeling that mebbe the future revealed that 751, or 18.5%, of the
i\ well under way, the guy in charge�wasn't so dark, after all. _, students had been members of 4-H
the P. A. system would fix the
ble, and the voices that would sud- I
clubs. This year the 6,934 former club
hly emerge from the loudspeakers
members who are attending these col-
uld be heard plainly in Bisbee. , leges comprise more than 37% of the
enrollment in agriculture and home
economics.
Maricopa, who scored 97 points to
become the senior champion team in
Home Economics. Like Jarvis and
Nesbitt, these two girls will attend
the National Dairy Show.
And, while the trip winners were
making plans for their long jour­
neys this fall, everyone was agreed
that the 4-H Round-Up at Tucson
was the best ever.
Left to right: Mrs. L. C. Spain, Audrey Jean Spain, Emil Rovey, Mary Wel�h,Newe'lllurman, Lloyd Dindinger, Ruby Louise Ostrander, Harold Shoemaker.
Mrs. Pace and Carl Waite do not appear in this picture.
Possibly the most spectacular tri­
umph was scored by Miss Spain, "Miss
ArJzona," Who placed in the Blue
.ward group of the Informal PartyCress class.
w.as reQ.lly outstanding among
cm.:IlpetitQI�.from all over the Nation,"
:Qll�ec:torRovey. "Miss Jane Alden,
Chicago Mail Order Co.,
l�t�p.liJnejiltE!d her highly, as did se.v­
other judges. On the
am held in connec-
annual banquet, Audrey
took the spotlight and
several t�es.'J
Record Contest
Was one of six
$200 scholarship.
appl for tuition
chola:e-and she
All four of the Arizona girls at
Chicago participated in a National
Farm and Home Hour broadcast over
an NBC network. After that they re­
ceived numerous telegrams from
friends all over the country WAO had
heard them.
The boys, too, enjoyed their educa­
tional trip and gained a great deal
from it. Lloyd Dindinger, state winner
of the Rural Electrification Contest,
was entered in national competition.
Although he was not awarded any of
the scholarships, he received an elec­
tric iron.
Carl Waite and Harold Shoemaker
had all expenses paid by the Santa
Fe railroad for their fine work in 4-H
projects.
R OPENS TODAY
Exhibit
Records
Broken
Secret 'Of
4-H·Fair
Success
By STAN FAY
COMPEL SUCCESS!
Give 150% service
B� on time
I Stay
on the job
f No mistakes
No alibies
Enough said .
These are the six cardinal prin­
ciples of the 4-H organization at
Arizona State; they form the basis
for a 4-H slogan; they give an im­
petus for the creation of a grand
4-H esprit de corps; an esprit de
corps 'which lightens the bumps of
adversity, fosters an unwritten code
of ethics' which. governs a worth­
while piece of work.
There lie the six prinelples which
holu th� secret to a tourteen year
old success story. The story of raw,
untried students taking over the
reins of complicated fair machinery
each year, and making a bigger suc­
cess out of the effort than their
predecessors .before them.
There are six principles which
hold the key to success in any­
thing
Give 150% service-one should
do m.ore than his share. . . .
Be on time-promptness is half
of any task....
Stay on the job-creation comes
slowly....
No mistakes-they nullify good,
effort ...
No alibies-don't flutter with the
breeze....
Enough said.
The 14th annual 4-H Fair,
replete with the agricultural
trappings made available by
the statewide influx of some
nine hundred exhibitors and
twenty-five hundred exhibits, opens
its two-day show for the public in
the northeast quadrant of the col­
lege campus this morning.
,
Toda.y's Schedule
Today's schedule will be devoted
to the detailed fair activities of
[uging' exhibits of all three divi­
sions of the fair. and the conduct­
ing of judging contests.
The Iivestoek I?xhibits "Ivill, be
held in the greensward of the
aforementioned quadrant, while the
flower show will be 'held in the
basement on the auditorium; the
home economics display is housed
in the Science building.
New High Mark
The number of exhibitors and ex­
hibits entered in this' year's fair
swells over last year's record and
establishes a new high mark for
the annual event, reputed to be the
largest show of its kind in the
United States.
Besides the increased participa­
tion in the livestock and home
economics divisions, this year's fair
is bolstered' by a stronger and more
extensive Saturday program which
is to be sponsored ,by the Maricopa
county farm bureau.
"Farmer's Day"
This program, labeled "Farmer's
pay" will feature a get-together
picnic for parents and their 4-H
sons and daughters on the north­
west quadrant of the old campus,
just west of the livestock show.
Short after di:qner speeches will
I be delivered by leading 4-H .officials
and farmers; following these, the
rest of the afternoon will be used
to conduct an inspection of the col­
lege plant.
The 4-H Fair is a student moti­
vated activity, admini!:!tered by stu­
dents of Arizona State. '):'he 4-H
staff consists of seventy-five mem­
bers who are, divided into nineteen
committees. These committees are
supervised by the student superin­
tendent, and his assistant; the rec­
ords are kept by a student secre­
tary.
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At Annual FairRevelln Competition _._•_._•
Youngsters Thron
Exhibits On Campus
rene, first and second; Elmo Thude, Ky-
re�e, third, Goat Department .
Angora-Bob Cooper, Isaac', first; John
Cooper, Isaac, second,
Yearling goats-John Cooper, Isaac,
first and third; Bob Cooper, Isaac, second.
Home EconomicS Judging Contest
(Junior DivisIOn)
Third-year baking, judging four plain
butter cakes with ice-Clara Ellen sto\'er,
Tempe, first; Ellen Crumbaker, Tempe,
second.
Second-year baking, [udglng f<?UNlection
sponge cake-Sara Lee Carr, first: Dor­
othy Field, second; Martha Jane Johnson,
third' Charlene Walker, fourth" ,
Fir'st-year clothing, judgin� four �emm�d
articles-Gwen Samuelson, first: LOIS Mais,
second; Jean Shaw, third. , '
Second-year clothing. judglng tour slJps­
Rosemary Gill, first; Erl�nda Godmez, ,sec­
ond : Flora Evans, third ; Edna' Peck,
fO���d through fifth year clothing,
four dresses with sleeves-LoUise
first; Minnie S�hmidt, second;
Maclntrye, third; Betty Ransdell
Home Economfcs Judging
(Senior Division)
Senior baking, judging four
Ruth Crumbaker, first; Anna
lard, second; Thelma Olsen,
Ballard. fourth.
Senior clothing, judging
Alta first; Anna
Enthusiastic youth of Maricopa county thronged the campus of the
Arizona State Teachers College at Tempe yesterday for the opening
of the annual 4-H Club Fair, at which nearly 2,000 individt!Ll
exhibits were in place. UPPER LEFT: A prize-winning White
Leghorn cockerel, and 'John ,Cooper of Buckeye School with a
trees at tables which will be used again today for the noontime
picnic of the Maricopa County Farm Bureau Federation. RIGHT:
A sponge calm baked by Susie Dean of Palo Verde School is held
by Mrs. Monlta Greenwood, a department superintendent, fol'
awarding of a blue ribbon.-(Republic Staff Photos).
four-day-old Angora kid. LOWER LEFT: A pen of goats entered
by young Cooper as his 4-11 Club project. LEFT CENTER: Maxine
Watson and Sybil Hastings of Avondale School demonstrate
approved methods of removing spots from clothing. RIGHT
CENTER: Hundreds of youngsters lunch under the campus
TEMPE, Apr. 5-A far cry from
the first fair that had only 37 en­
tries, back in 1927, the 14th annual
Maricopa County 4-H Club F.aIr
got underway here today, a�t�actmg
almost 2,000 individual oxhlbits and
thousands of farm- and home eco­
nomics-minded visifors.
Several hundred Maricopa COUl!-­
ty Farm Bureau members and their
families tomorrow will throng the
campus of the Arizona State Te?-c�­
ers College here, where the fair IS
being held, for the annual Farmers
Day. • 't' '11 t tThe day's aetivl res WI s ar
at 9 :45 It. m., with t:Re farmers
taking part in the judging of
dairy cattle, sheep, hogs aI?-d
beef cattle. Farm women WIll.
stage their annual contests at
10:45 a. m., participatin� in
nail-driving, husband-c a III n g
and cloth-measuring contests.
The men at the same time will
compete in a pacin.r contest.
Stock raised by 4-H Club mem-
bers will be sold at the fat stock
Sale which will begin at 11 a. �;f"�--IIIii---.._•••iii1I111.
Charles Cockran, as�istant co,-!nty
agriculture agent, said today eight
head of beef cattle, seven hogs .and
four sheep will be sold to t�: htgh-
est bidder. '
At 12:15 n, m. the farmers.at;d
the 4-H Club members will j?m 1.11
the annual picnic, which .wII� be
served in front of the audItorIUm.
Tables will be placed on �he la�i\rn
and the college will provide milk
for the picnic. dlnner. Farm fam­
ilies will provide their own basket
lunches. .. DFollowing the PIClllC, r.
Grady Gammage, l)resi�ent of
the college, officially WIll wel­
come the farmers and the club
members to the college �ampus,
and Clyde Neely, preSIdent of
the Maricopa County Farm
Bureau will give the response.
At 2:10 p. m. the ann':lal dress
revue is scheduled" �o be fo�­
lowed at 2:20 p. m. WIth sample
demonstrations by tl,te gIrlS
highest team and the boys
highest team. .
At 2 ::iO p, m. awards wI�1 be
made to the health champlO.ns,
the champion demonstrat!on
team, jurlging teams,. and high
individuals in the tatr, and the
names (If medal winners will be
read. d t tThe fair got off to a goo s. ar
"..... thi,s morning, wit�. rep.rese?t�tlves
bf.J.4 schools partlclpatmg m judg­
ing\.of exhibits and demonstrating
of vaN.Q_us things they had learned
in 4-H CiW:l work.
In the livestock division, members
exhibiting cattle, sheep, hogs and
other farm animals �r?om�d tJ::leir
entries for the official Judgmg,
which took place. this aft�rnoon.
Each animal was given special care
and every boy was on hIS toes, do­
ing his very best to get a blue
rib-
bon. hibitGarden club members are ex 1 1
-
Ing flowers and vegetables in the
basement of the auditorium, and
in the 'Science building a�e the home
economics entries, which include
clothing, handicraft articles and
baking products- .
Awards made on the opemng day
of the fair follow:
Swine Department
Duroc Jerseys, breedil!g gilts und�r four
months-Jim Beloat, LIberty, flrslt, BLOcgc
Cook, Peoria, second; Marcus Styes,
1-
ertv. third.
Duree Jerseys, breeding gilts, four, to
eight months-Bruce Jones, Kyrene"
first
and second; Bonni� Wootton, LIberty,
third; Don Smith, Liberty, fourth.
Hampshires, breedmg gl,lts ,und.er four
months-Junior Smith, Peona, first ; Harold
Laydic, Glendale, second; BIlly Senseman,
Glendale, third.
Hampshires, breeding gilts, four to eigh�
months-Malcolm Adams, Te�pe, tirst : Ell
Gates, Kyrene, second and thtrd : Tom Nes­
bitt, Mesa. fourth.
Hampshire sow-Charles Seaver, ,4lham­
bra, first.
Poland 'China, one boar and one !lOW
under four months-Bob Moor, Tempe,
first.
Poland China, breeding gilts from f,our to
eight months-Lawrence Woody, LIberty,
first; Bufford Clow, Laveen, second.
I
Champion fat hogs, two of any breed­
Billy Cox, Liberty, f�rst,; Bruce .rones, Ky­
rene, second; Dale Riggins, Mesa, thIrd.'
Champion individual fat hog, 175 pounds
to 225 pounds-Roy Dean, Buckeye, fIrs!;
Harry Eldridge, Buckeye, second; Dale
Rieli��ptc;�sfrid[�i��al fat hog, 17� 'POUl1ds
and over-BiH Gates, Kyrene, tirst and
second: Don Zalmmas, Buckeye, third.
Sheep Department ,
Fa�test lam,�-Bob co�per, Isa�c, t�f:J:
Biggest� Finest 4..H Fair Ever
Fashion Show Leaders Model
Suitable Costumes
FASHION SHOW
L.D.S. Wards - Phoenix Stake
DIVi!a\SH'IED 00NSTRUCTluN Pl\UB.L�lS
Litchfield club worker fits
a remodeling problem.
Wintersburg class learn how
to take figure measurements.
Mrs. Janie Reynolds of Wintersburg demonstrates
drawing a fowl.
Officers of Rural Homemakers Coordinating Committee
Committee Plans County Program
Entraining for Countr.y Life Conference
A pause in the conference program
Mesa EXhibits Articles from Bishop's Store House
A Section of Maricopa County Exhibit Countr,y Life Conference
Agua Fria Club exhibits its crocheting.
Washington contributes its rug craft, leather, brass, and copper.
Baxter presents monteray furniture, copper craft, and
hand woven hats.
Chandler Homemakers enroute to Tri-County Picnic
Officers of Maricopa
Farm Bureau Board Join
Committee Members at
Luncheon
Picnic Luncheon Follows
Annual Fall Meeting of
County Co��ttee.
New Officers For 1940
Two Leaders Discuss An
Alteration Problem
Leader Measures For Proper
Armscye
HOOKED AND BURLAP RUG EXHIBIT AT STATE FAIR
BOOTH FOR RURAL HorvIEMAKERS EXHIBITS AT STATE FAIR
MARICOPA COUNTY DELEGATES TO ANNUAL 4-H
ROUNDUP - 1940
HOMEWARD BOUND - August 1940
ANNA MARIE BALLARD
Dress Revue Winner
4-H Fair
LORENE DRYDEN, CLOTHING SPECIALIST
Judging Clothing Exhibits at 4-H Fair-Tempe
First place Meal Planning Tray
4-H Fair
Baking Exhibit - 4-H Fair
nn40NSTRATION TEAM CONTEST
BLOCKING A KNITTED SWEATER
Frieda Welch - Cheryl Nix
1st place County 4-H Fair
1st place Junior Contest - 4-H Roundup
STAIN REMOVAL FROM CLOTHES
2nd place - 4-H Club Fair
VESTA HENRY AND LORETTA SYLVIA
Madison School Health Winners
Vesta was County Winner of Roundup Trip
4-H Health Winners at 4-H Fair-- 1940
BAKED FOODS EXHIBITS
4-H' ers at the state Fair- 1940
16 Blue Ribbon Awards
11 Red Ribbon Awards
to
Maricopa County 4-H Girls on Baked Products
ALL-ROUND 4-H'ER
THELMA OLSEN
Arizona's All-Round 4-H Club Girl
Winner of all-expense trip to the 19th National
4-H Club Congress in Chicago, Nov. 29 - Dec. 7, 1940
ACHIEVEMENTS
8 years of club work - 19 home making projects.
988 quarts of meats, fruits and vegetables canned;
224 baked products; 29 dishes prepared and served
for meals; assisted with 1000 cans of grapefruit
for local dealer and Rural School; made 11 garments;
baked and sold products to college students; took
8 blue and 1 red ribbons on baked and canned pro­
ducts and $16.50 in cash prizes at the Arizona
State Fair, November 9-17, 1940.
GENERAL VIEW OF 4-H CLUB EXHIBITS
Arizona State Fair
November 9-17, 1940.
4-H GIRLS CANNING EXHIBITS
State Fair
Fair Superintendent Appraises 4-H'ers Angelfood Cake
Winning Demonstration Team-4-H Round Up
1st Place Dairy Foods Demonstration for Arizona.
1st Girl Trip Winner to National Dairy Show, Harrisburg,
Pa., October 1940.
4-H Dress Review Groups
1940 4-H Fair. Maricopa County
FIRST PLACE - WOOL DRESS CLASS
Yuma County Girl
FIRST AND SECOND PLACE - KNITTED DRESS
Maricopa County Girl
State Fair - 1940
FRINGED ARTICLES - 1st year 4-H Clothing
County 4-H Fair
